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Commemoration
During his last months of life, Prof. Giuseppe Martines had desired
to see his last scientific work translated into English language.
This work is involved with atherosclerosis which is one of the themes that were most dear to him both as a clinician and as a researcher in electron microscopy.
This desire, aimed at a wider diffusion of the Book and an easier
use by researchers, was taken up by me as his wife and university
professor and by his scholars in particular those who cooperated
in this latter work.
Certainly the translation has resulted in some cases in a reduction
in Prof. Martines’s linguistic expressiveness, who joined the formal
elegance and the terminological refinement to the scientific text.
However, the necessity to communicate and the changing of times
impose primarily the use of English language in order to obtain a
greater circulation of research.
With this popularizing target, the translated text is now being diffused, as Prof. Martines wanted, through the modern computerized
systems to facilitate its use and valuing.
English language and computerized systems, indeed, allow extending of knowledge results to wider areas of researches also offering
a greater visibility to the present book.
In this brief introductory note, also, I must deliver special thanks
to Prof. Franca Daniele for the careful and participated cure in the
translation of this Book, and to Dr. Clara Zuch who as coauthor of
the Book has been a sensitive helper to clarifying some difficult
passages of the research.
After about one year from Prof. Martines’s departure, he has left an
emptiness that is difficult to fill up in those who have loved him, in
the researchers, in his colleagues and in his patients.This translated
version of the Book wants to represent a further memory and commemoration of his research and medical activity, for his attention to
the sick, for his constant defense of the dignity of the person in all
phases of life.
In his being a doctor and university professor, these fundamental
values passed, according to Prof. Martines’s thought, also and overall through the progresses of medical research and the continuous
interexchange between scientific and clinical activity in favor of
the everlasting amplification of the horizons and boundaries of the
world of knowledge.
Carmen Della Penna
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Introduction to English version
Prof. Martines had the intention of translating into English his last
Book; this has remained as a duty for his scholars.
Electron microscopy has been Prof. Martines’s predominant scientific interest and passion in relation to experimental research on atherosclerosis.
In this context the ‘Parma model’ must be pointed out, which has
been used since 1983 as an experimental project of atherogenesis in
the rabbit. It has been aimed at ‘mimicking’ the disease process in
man starting from the early endothelial lesions up to arriving to the
atherosclerotic plaque.
Through the images in this Book, all the transformation phases starting from normality-harmony are seen as being represented by the
morpho-pathological progression up to reaching the phase of lesionplaque and lesion irreversibility.The evolution of the lesion from endothelial disease to the atherogenic modifications of the wall, fibrillogenesis, wall aging, atherosclerotic plaque formation, and deposition
of cholesterol crystals are all documented.
Prof. Martines in concluding the Book also left a note of ‘scientific
hope’, destruction and death can be at least partly counteracted. Statins, besides having the function of stabilizing the plaque can induce
its partial reversibility.
The cure and the attention posed to ultra-structural physiology, to the
value of electron microscopy, to the clinical correlations, which are
necessary for an exact and complete diagnosis, to the relation among
cytoarchitecture and metabolism, cell biochemistry and last but not
least, molecular biology all emerge from the present Book.
This scientific philosophy delineates and defines the method with
which to correlate inter-disciplinarity with diseases, through studying,
researching, synthesizing up to trying to ‘penetrate into truth’.
Clara Zuch

A Voyage into Translation
Franca Daniele
Introduction
Translating is always a fascinating process, since it leads into a
world at first unknown to the translator. A translation involves having access to two main components of a written text. The first
component is represented by the subject, which is not always, or
better which is almost never known to the translator. The second
component is the world, the thought and the style of the author
that must be respected as much as possible during the translation.
Obviously the different translation techniques require a precise methodology, which is more similar to a one-to-one translation with
technical texts.
Indeed, Nida and Wilss set forth their three phase theory. In this
translation process the first phase is represented by analysis of the
source text, then it is transferred into the target language, and finally
the receptor language is restructured.Wilss himself reported: “...The
translator first deciphers the STL macro-and microcontextually,
then undertakes to coordinate individual elements of the SLT
with the TL on a one-to-one correspondence or a non-one-to-one
correspondence. In other words, he decides on an interlingual
transfer strategy and then, finally, by means of synthesizing operations in the TL, produces the TLT”.This translation process seems
also applicable to technical translations because it represents the
method that enables translators to obtain acceptable translating results. However, in the context of translating a technical text from
English into Italian and vice versa, a few considerations have to be
forwarded. Firstly, such translations presuppose the full mastering of
both standard languages, especially the grammatical and linguistic
aspects.This is not always believed to be essential. In fact, many authors think that translators need to retain only the target language.
When the grammatical and linguistic aspects of the source standard
language are not fully understood, translators cannot deeply “decipher the STL macro- and microcontextually” because some pieces are missing somehow. The incapacity to completely “decipher”
is not only due to the lack of understanding of the source standard
language, but also of the specific field, and of the conventions and
norms of technical special languages, and in these conditions mastering both the source and the target standard languages can usefully aid. Secondly, the source special language has to be beheld. In
fact, in the case of medical texts, the nature of special languages
themselves demands mastering. Medical language is endowed with
many peculiarities regarding grammar and linguistic structures; le-
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xicon, terminology, style, syntax, etc., but more importantly, medical
language is governed by language conventions and norms. If such
peculiarities and norms were not understood profoundly, translators could not entirely “coordinate individual elements of the SLT
with the TL on a one-to-one correspondence or a non-one-to-one
correspondence” .Thirdly, special languages are not ‘special’ only in
one particular language, they are instead ‘special’ in any language.
Moreover, a language is ‘special’ not because it is reported in one
particular language but it is ‘special’ when it embraces a specific
group of professionals belonging in a particular language community. Therefore, not only is understanding of source special languages
important, but also that of target special languages.The latter allows
translators to apply the best language structures and terms to translate what would otherwise be translated in an inadequate way, and
sometimes even in the wrong way. Furthermore, the skills in special
languages enable translators to “synthesize operations in the TL,
and produce the TLT”.
The text I just translated is clearly a medical one, belonging in the
group of technical texts. Therefore, the application of all the translation strategies used for technical language is required. Nonetheless, ‘Atherosclerosis’ is not a common medical text, and this is not
because its subject is special, but because the person who wrote it
was absolutely special.
Atherosclerosis is a plague of modern era, and books and all kinds
of papers and articles on this subject are abundant. Indeed, all medical international literature is pervaded with researches on atherosclerosis due to the number of deaths it is responsible for each
year. What is different in ‘Atherosclerosis’ is the way the Book is
presented to the reader, mirroring the elegance and the style of the
author. Consequently, also the translation cannot strictly respect the
rules of a technical translation, since the present text is not a simple
book dealing with a medical subject. Actually, ‘Atherosclerosis’ lies
almost entirely on metaphoric devices; indeed it is narrated as a dramatic trip starting from the first acts characterized by serenity and
‘harmony’ and slowly arriving, through a punctual interpretation of
the various actors, to a phase of ‘catastrophe’ up to the end of the
tragedy in which everything dies. The difficulties in translating this
text into English are exactly these. Hardly ever can technical languages be adapted to a poetic description. Medical texts are technical
texts since dealing with technical and highly specialized subjects.
Genre, Style and Syntax
In terms of genres, this Book is clearly a specialized text that does
not respond to the typical characteristic medical book targeted to
professionals working in this field. Actually, nowadays books are no

longer targeted to professionals, as most of them update and study
primarily on medical articles reported in medical journals. Medical
books are mainly delivered to undergraduate and post-graduate students.The important features of these latter books are a predefined
format. Looking more closely at this particular genre, which usually
reports diseases, a specific scheme is followed starting from the
definition of the disease itself. Then the etiopathogenesis, in other
words the causes and the mechanisms leading to the disease are
depicted. The next phase is represented by the description of the
symptoms, followed by the diagnosis, id est, all that is being done
to pose a diagnosis, meaning recognition of the disease itself. All is
obtained through a thorough physical examination of the patient
by the doctor, which provides a series of indications useful for directing the doctor towards the prescription of laboratory and imaging tests necessary to diagnosis. The final phase of the process is
the explanation of the treatments that are undertaken to cure the
disease.Textbooks addressed to university undergraduate and postgraduate students are mainly descriptive.
Like for most texts, this Book is endowed with mixed fuctions.
Descriptive features are present when the various ultrastructural
images are described. Really ‘Atherosclerosis’ is closer to a narrative type-text because the author follows a chronology prevalently
supported by ultrastructural images and their description. Like movie directors showing a series of pictures that make up a film, so
Prof. Martines describes the ultrastructural images obtained using
different medical investigation techniques, as being part of a unique
process, so obtaining also linguistic coherence.
However, the Book becomes expository when it does identify and
characterize the biological phenomena occurring in coronary arteries. Such processes begin with the exposition of the normal structures of the heart and vessels, then the alterations are evidenced up
to a total disintegration of the structures and thus to disease. The
images are accompanied by the description of the morphological,
structural and functional events occurring in the involved structures, which are mainly represented by the coronary arteries. Finally,
also treatment is supported by morphological and functional events
and evidence. Furthermore, the author uses a series of imperative,
polite and suggestive remarks with which he involves the reader in
the occurring tragedy. In this regard the text is also directive. Indeed
the reader is always invited to observe this or that other thing, element, characteristics of the image that is being described.
Ex. 1 ‘Observe, note, can be seen…’
The paragraphs are short; at times they are constituted by only two
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sentences; at times even by only one sentence. One of the main
cohesion devices applied by the author is the use of ‘this that these
those’ both as proforms and indicatives to introduce new sentences.
However, the identification of the concept/s to which the proforms
are referred to is sometimes difficult. Another feature of the paragraphs is the almost total lack of linking words and all other strategies used to confer linguistic cohesion to a paragraph.
Conversely, the sentences are all complex or may I say ‘hyper-complex’ since most of the times they are extremely long, as it is typical
of Italian language. Sometimes they are short as instead it is typical
of English language. English medical language uses primarily complex sentences, containing mostly gerundive and relative clauses.
The syntax is entagled rendering understanding and thus translation difficult. Indeed I had to split this sentence into two.
Ex. 2 pg. 30 - “Questa ancora conservata architettura morfologica
delle pareti dell’aorta è peraltro solo apparente, solo ‘macroscopica’, poiché già l’istologia su sezioni semifini mostra la presenza
diffusa, infiltrante di vescicole isolate e confluenti in aggregazioni policicliche, otticamente vuote nella parete, tra lamine elastiche e cellule muscolari e soprattutto con penetrante regolarità
lungo l’area sottostante la m.b. seguendone tutte le volute”.
“The still preserved morphological architecture of the aortic wall
is only apparent and only ‘macroscopic’, since histology of semifine sections already reveals diffused and infiltrating, isolated
and polycyclic clustered vesicles. These are optically empty in the
wall, between the elastic laminae and the muscle cells, and mostly with penetrating regularity along the area underlying the
basal membrane following all its volutes”.
The sentences often start with a verb, thus their translation necessitated a restructuring of the sentence itself and the identification
of the subject so that it can be placed at the beginning, before translation can be done.
Ex. 3 pg. 2 – “È questa una sequenza di vivaci immagini propedeutica alla lettura perché esemplifica e fissa gli elementi caratterizzanti la citoarchitettura delle arterie muscolari a prescindere
dalle difformità morfobiologiche nei differenti distretti e segmenti vascolari, poiché questo è legato alle specializzazioni funzionali di settore: dai parenchimi, ai muscoli, al mantello cutaneo”.
“Before reading observe this lively sequence of images since it
illustrates and determines the elements that characterize the
cytoarchitecture of the muscular arteries independently of the
morphobiological dissimilarities in the different vascular di-

stricts and segments”.
Ex. 4 pg. 3 – “È questo aspetto precipuo di questa ‘condotta’ ad
alta portata che anche la microscopia elettronica a scansione ha
confermato”.“This is the main aspect of this high load ‘duct’ that
has also been confirmed by electron microscopy scans”.
Often the sentences are difficult to translate and to understand
since they have a grammatical-syntactic structure that sometimes
reminds of the archaic-poetic Italian. Indeed, sentences are trifled,
twisted. and at times the subject is difficult to identify.
Ex. 5 pg. 8 – “La parete si continua con le cellule muscolari della
media che si ‘uniscono’ con giunzioni a ‘chiodo da ghiaccio’ con
la stessa, saldamente”.
“The wall continues into the muscle cells of the media, which
‘join’ it firmly with an ‘ice piton-type’ junction”.
Ex. 6 pg. 36 - “È in questa fase che nel compiersi dell’irresistibile
si colgono le immagini multiformi e articolate del viaggio verso
la metamorfosi sostitutiva neofibrillocollagene successivamente
sclerocicatriziale”. “It is in this phase that while the inevitable
is done the multiform and articulated images of the voyage towards the substitutive new fibrillocollagen and later scleroticscarring metamorphosis can be captured”.
Ex. 7 pg. 38 - “In queste immagini appare la ‘base’ della stessa
incastonata nella parete che la circoscrive e si palesa con una
miriade di microvescicolazioni lipidiche che infarciscono superstiti citoplasmi a nucleo picnotico”. “In these images the ‘base’ of
the plaque itself is mounted in the wall that surrounds it, and is
evidenced with a myriad of lipid microvesiculations that stuff
survivor cytoplasms with pyknotic nuclei”.
Ex. 8 pg. 42 - “La sottostante placca, in emergenza tettonica ed
incastonata nella parete è costituita dall’infarcimento lipidico
libero e dalle foam cells con nucleo in ‘estinzione’ e, si ripete, da
detriti di citoplasmi estinti (miofibrille, lamine, aggregati lipofuscinici, etc.). La placca precoce della aterosclerosi è un focolaio di
infiammazione-reazione complicato, ubiquo che si ripete nella
sua morfopatologia che solo varia di aspetto in rapporto all’epoca di insorgenza ed alla successiva evoluzione”.“The underlying
plaque, in tectonic emergence and mounted in the wall is constituted by the free lipid stuffing and by the foam cells almost ‘lacking’ the nuclei and appears like a mass of deceased cytoplasm
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dendrites (myofibrils, laminae, lipofuscin aggregates, etc.).
The early atherosclerotic plaque is a focus of complex and ubiquitous inflammation-reaction, repeating itself in its morphopathology. and changing its aspect only in relation to the time of
onset and to its following evolution”.
Ex. 9 pg. 114 - “Questo concetto di irreversibilità delle placche,
concentriche, longitudinali o a serpentina lungo parete, sclerofibrillari o sclero-lipidocollagene è del tutto confermato perché la
‘stabilità’ di queste lesioni è ‘vallo’ impenetrabile, insormontabile
per ogni o qualsiasi tipo di cellule, enzimi o farmaci (a tale conferma vi sono, vedi oltre le immagini di cristalli di colesterolo in
coronaria umana)”.
“This concept of irreversibility of the either concentric, longitudinal or tortuous snake-like, and either sclerotic-fibrillar or sclerotic-lipidic collagen plaques along the wall is totally confirmed
because the ‘stability’ of these lesions represents an impenetrable
‘shield’ insurmountable for every and any type of cell, enzyme or
drug (to confirm this concept images of cholesterol crystals on
man coronary arteries can be seen)”.
The sentences are reported using many metaphoric images. They
are active, differently from what occurs in other genres of medical
English where the sentences are almost all passive.
Ex. 10 pg. 3 – “L’aorta appare qui in tutto il suo ‘splendore’ morfobiologico nel susseguirsi delle immagini a sezione longitudinale,
obliqua ed ortogonale.”.
“Here the aorta appears in its entire morphobiological ‘splendor’
in longitudinal, oblique and perpendicular sections of the images”.
Ex. 11 pg. 5 – “L’endotelio scorre leggero sulla sinuosa m.b.”
“The endothelium flows light on the sinuous basal membrane”.
Ex. 12 pg. 15 - “È questa una sequenza di immagini che ‘dipinge’
i rapporti fra i miocardiociti ed il microcircolo artero-venoso”.
“This is a sequence of images that ‘paints’ the relations between
the myocardiocytes and the arterial-venous microcirculation”.
Ex. 13 pg. 38 - “Sono esse l’espressione vera delle alterazioni e della conclusione di questo ‘viaggio’ aterogeno giunto al termine e
che ha superato così il confine del ‘non ritorno’”.
“They are the true expression of the alterations and the conclu-

sion of this atherosclerotic ‘voyage’ that has come to an end, and
has overpassed in this way the boundary of ‘no return’”.
Ex. 14 pg. 54 - “Le cellule muscolari, protagoniste essenziali del
divenire dell’aterogenesi sono osservate anche in questa sequenza che, rivela un altro degli aspetti evolutivi del loro multiforme
ma consequenziale processo di mutazione innescato dai lipidi”.
“The muscle cells, essential protagonists of the evolution of atherogenesis are observed also in this sequence, revealing another
evolutionary aspect of their multiform but consequential process
of mutation triggered by lipids”.
Lexicon and Terminology
Sub-technical verbs are present that cannot be translated into English language, such as: ‘blastizzare’.
This verb means that cells undergo different modifications and evolutions to become ‘blasts’ like for example ‘fibroblasts’. Another
verb is ‘diafanizzare’, meaning to make clear, to clarify.
Probably the most charming linguistic aspects in this Book are the
lexical ones. The richness of the vocabulary mirrors the presence
of a terminology similar to that related to trips and voyages on one
hand, and similar to filmmaking on the other. Indeed the use of
words like ‘protagonists’ and ‘actors’. Particularly the word ‘palco’,
which in English is translated with the word ‘stage’, forced me to
use this latter word for translating ‘palco’, while I had to use the
word ‘phase’ to translate the phases of the evolution of the atherosclerotic disease. In English ‘stage’ and ‘phase’ are synonyms but in
the translation I had to be careful not to mix up to two terms and
avoid the creation of confusion. Another important element that I
evidenced, also consulting the Pubmed Medline, representing an
endless source of information is that special medical language in
Italian, like in other romance languages like Spanish and French
tend to put together technical terms so deriving new words. In Italian medical language the process of formation of new words using
derivation and composition is very common. This is a sort of compounding of romance languages that is absolutely different from
the premodification and compounding used in English language.
For instance:
Ex. 15 “sclero-fibrillari, sclero-lipido-collagene, organulo-citoplasmica, neofibrillocollagene, sclerocicatriziale”.
These terms cannot be absolutely translated as such, since this type
of compounding does not seem to occur in English medical language where the words are kept separated from each other. In this
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context a term that is very much used in Italian is ‘endoteliopatia’.
It has many correspondents in English and International literature
uses it in a number of ways ‘endothelial injury’ or ‘endothelial
disease’. In the Pubmed Medline ‘endotheliopathy’ appears only
ones, ‘endothelial injury’ appears 27649 while ‘endothelial disease’ appears 62075. I chose this latter. It must be pointed out how the
brief search in the Pubmed Medline actually showed distinct differences between the two medical languages not only grammatically
and syntactically but also from a terminology viewpoint.Terminologies at first sight seem very much similar in the two languages and
certainly they do share most of the words derived from Latin and
Greek. However compound words are not compounded, composed
and used in the same way.
I had to evidence the difference between ‘arteriosclerosis’ and
‘atheriosclerosis’ because sometimes they are confused. The two
terms are often used as synonyms; however they describe two distinct disease processes involving different structures and organs in
the body. The word ‘arteriosclerosis’ seems to have first appeared
in 1846. It derives from Middle English sclirosis-tumor, from Medieval Latin sklērōsis-hardening, from sklēroun-to harden, and from
Greek sklēros.Actually ‘arteriosclerosis’ derives from a combination
of arteriolar and sclerosis, meaning in its strict sense - hardening of
the blood vessels due to hyperplasia of the connective tissue. Of
course there are many other types of sclerosis, think for example
at multiple sclerosis, which is a disease involving the nerves (neuropathy) caused by induration of nervous and other structures due
to hyperplasia of the interstitial connective tissue. So resulting in
hardening of the nervous system structures. On the other hand, the
term ‘atherosclerosis’ is of course a sclerosis i.e. hardening of the
blood vessels, however hardening is due to hyperplasia resulting
from the formation of a plaque-atheroma, deriving from the deposition of cholesterol crystals that later represent the bed for calcium
deposition.
‘Iperlipidemico’ and ‘iperlipidico’ corresponding respectively to
‘hyperlipidemic’ and ‘hyperlipidic’ need to be distinguished because although sometimes these are used as synonyms and in an interchangeable way, actually they are profoundly different, and I had
to be careful in not translating them as synonyms. ‘Hyperlipidic’
is an adjective meaning a high (hyper-) amount of lipids. So a high
amount of lipids could be present for example in diet – hyperlipidic diet or in food - hyperlipidic food both administered during
diseases involving lipid metabolism or during eating disorders like
anorexia. ‘Hyperlipidemic’ is also an adjective that of course means
a high (hyper-) amount of lipids, but the high amount is limited

to blood (-emic). So actually this latter term means a high level of
lipids in blood.
Other sources of confusion and mistranslations are the terms ‘anatomia patologica’ and ‘malattia’. The first is a branch of medicine
and diagnosis dealing with the microscopic and ultrastructural alterations in a tissue that lead to a disease state; this term should be
translated with ‘pathology’.The opposite is also true, in other words
the term ‘pathology’ should be translated with ‘anatomia patologica’. What happens instead both in written texts and even in oral
conversations, for example on television is that this term is translated with the Italian ‘patologia’ which actually means ‘disease’.
The concept of ‘scatto iperplastico’ is noteworthy, since it caused
me a few problems while translating it because at a first glance
its meaning was not clear. The word ‘scatto’ can be translated in
English with words such as: ‘click’, ‘switch’, and ‘release’. I chose
‘click’ because the author wanted to give the idea of a sudden modification occurring in the tissue, thus ‘release’ would have been
absolutely inadequate, being used mainly in the sense of discharge of some type of substance (for example hormones), whereas
‘switch’ gives the idea of a change occurring in a slower manner as
compared to ‘click’.
However, I must claim that the term that caused me the most difficulties is ‘sdifferenziativo’. The term starts from the words ‘differenziazione’ and ‘differenziare’ ‘differenziato’ ‘diffarenziativo’
corresponding in English to ‘differentiation’ and ‘to differenziate’
‘differenziated’ ‘differentiating’ respectively. These in medical language indicate a progression, an evolution in a positive sense, in
a physiological, normal way. ‘In developmental biology, cellular
differentiation is the process by which a less specialized cell becomes a more specialized cell type. Differentiation occurs numerous
times during the development of a multicellular organism as the
organism changes from a simple zygote to a complex system of
tissues and cell types. Differentiation is a common process in
adults: adult stem cells divide and create fully differentiated daughter cells during tissue repair and during normal cell turnover.
In cytopathology, the level of cellular differentiation is used as a
measure of cancer progression. ‘Grade is a marker of how differentiated a cell in a tumor is’. When a negative, non-physiological
or morbid meaning wants to be conferred to these words, they are
usually accompanied by terms like diseased anomalous abnormal,
altered or by other words and explanations. However, in the present
Book ‘sdifferenziativo’ is never reported together with any of these
‘negative’ terms, and the author has never actually explained its
meaning. Hoepli Italian Dictionary reports: ‘a biological process for
which a tissue looses its peculiar morphological characteristics
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acquired during differentiation and regains embryonic features’.
So the negative meaning has been conferred simply by using the
prefix ‘s’, which in Italian can be seen as a negative prefix meaning
the opposite. Think of words like: ‘snaturare – to denaturate, to
distort, to misrepresent’; ‘smontare – to dismount’; ‘snodare – to
untie, to unfasten’, and many many others with negative prefixes
also in English, but all with a negative meaning. Therefore, for all
these reasons I decided that the word ‘sdifferenziativo’ had been
clearly used by the author meaning exactly-a return to the condition before differentiationso I translated it as ‘dedifferentiating’. In
other words a totipotent cell differentiates and becomes specialized. During the process of dedifferentiation the specialized cell returns to a state of totipontentiality and to being unspecialized due
to a disease process. It is important to note that ‘to dedifferentiate’
is different from ‘to undifferentiate’, this latter meaning that the
unspecialized totipotent cell has never undergone differentiation
to become a specialized cell.
Conclusions
In conclusion, every translation is an adventure in a world rich in
knowledge, emotions, and new discoveries. Much has been studied
on the techniques and strategies needed to translate the various
written genres and styles. Often the translator applies such methodologies in an automatic and unconscious way. Nonetheless, stylistically faithful and linguistically correct translations are not enough.
Passion is needed, besides knowing of all the profound aspects of
the language that is being translated.Also knowledge of the current
use of the special language is needed, because a one-toone, wordto-word correspondence is not sufficient and is not always possible.
It is important to know and learn, sometimes even in a professional
way, the subjects of the texts that are being translated, and when
this is not so, then the translator must have the humbleness to work
with the author. When this is not possible, like in my case, then the
subjects must be studies even more deeply, and the heart must
pump.
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VIII

Presentation
Giuseppe Martines adds another significant contribution to the
knowledge on both man and animal atherosclerosis by means of a
series of morphological findings with electron microscopy, a technique that has been dear to him throughout all his academic and
scientific life, and of which he can be called a master.
The title of this opera ‘Atherosclerosis: from harmony to catastrophe’ is a very relevant metaphor in anticipating the content of the
book. Indeed, the book reveals how one can live for years with
atherosclerosis, inevitable with aging, but how it can be a source of
‘last stop’ complications, as Martines likes to call them, and can
represent a way to stop our biological existence.
It is significant that not only the normal architecture of the arteries
is presented, from the aorta to the coronary and renal arteries, arterioles and capillaries, but also the ‘accomplice’ platelets which, while being part of the bloodstream have a peculiar interaction relation
with the wall by means of fouling of the intima and release of cell
growth factors. The ‘flash’ on inflammation, with monocytes, lymphocytes and mast cells in the vessel wall, reminds of their role in
plaque instability. Documentation on fibrillogenesis fixes the act of
irreversibility of the atherosclerotic process.The foam cells and the
needles of cholesterol seen on ultrastructure prove the role played
by lipids in atherogenesis. All is consistently illustrated, by the artist
photographer of electron microscopy, with textbook iconography.
Leafing through the book one must dwell on the ultrastructural and
technically ideographically perfect images.
The elegance and care in the selection of the illustrations make this
book one of the most beautiful written by Giuseppe Martines. The
curiosity of the reader on the ultrastructural and pathophysiological aspects of the arterial wall and its main disease will be widely
satisfied: a reading that should not be missed.

Prof. Gaetano Thiene
Director of PhD ‘Medical, Clinical and Experimental Sciences’
Department of Cardiologic, Thoracic and Vascular Sciences
University of Padova

IX

Introduction
On the stage of atherogenesis ‘ATHEROSCLEROSIS’ represents
the ‘extremely new’ of the pathophysiological unfolding from first
to the last scene. Indeed, consolidation of the study methods promoted, encouraged, propitiated by the progressive, rapidly changing
technologies always more precise and sophisticated, applied by the
research methods, allows to investigate, to capture the phases, the
deepest and most accurate aspects, at the beginning, in the middle,
and at the ‘Last stop’ of the disease process.
Cardiac surgery and electron microscopy are, in this sense, methods
of study, analysis and synthesis that reach this great goal: that of
knowledge that examines the ‘truth’.
The perioperative biopsy of segments of man aorta and coronary
artery ‘transfers’ morphopathology-from atherogenesis to atherosclerosis into evocative and powerful images.
In this book with only apparently peculiar title, a path of study, of
rhythmic research is punctuated by the interconnected succession
of the ‘milestones’ that mark the process of atherosclerosis, composing a less ‘mysterious’ knowledge of this nosology in parallel
comparison with other research methods.
Now, after half a century of vicissitudes, of progress, of parallel
paths, much more is known, however, that which is carved in the
inscrutable personality of man evades the ‘Galilean’ preciseness,
because every man in his/her uniqueness and originality of thought, of life ‘escapes collective parameters’.
Giuseppe Martines
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CHAPTER 1

Normal cytoarchitecture

CLINICAL RESEARCH
The Department of Experimental and Clinical Sciences (former
Biomedical Sciences) ‘G. d’Annunzio’ University in Chieti-Pescara
has a research agreement with GVM - Care & Research - Lugo (Ra)
especially in the Clinics City Hospital of Lecce (Lecce) and Anthea
Hospital in Bari. The histopathological and ultrastructural studies
were conducted on a selected sample of patients undergoing coronary bypass. During the operation, biopsies were collected from
coronary arteries and aortas.
Dr. Giuseppe Speziale, Director of Cardiac Surgery of Anthea Hospital in Bari, has participated in all phases of the present research.
Indeed, shared the choice of the sample of subjects adequate for
biopsies and he contributed in analyzing the study results.
His active involvement in the writing of the present book is noteworthy.

ULTRASTRUCTURAL RESEARCH
The ultrastructural study was performed at the Center of Electron
Microscopy of the University of Ferrara. As regards all executive
phases, assistance and collaboration with Dr. Arrigo Aleotti, Coordinator of the Center has been particularly valuable, He has interpreted all the phases of the study by observations carried out with
Electron Microscope Hitachi H -800.
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1.1

Muscular arteriole
in light microscopy.

Normal cytoarchitecture

1.2

Aorta in light microscopy.
Here the aorta appears in all its morphobiological ‘splendor’ in
the longitudinal, oblique and perpendicular sections of the images.
The geometric disposition of the elastic laminae of the wall alternates with the neat interposition of muscle cells. While the basal
membrane and the high endothelium disclose to form flexuous, close coils with tight pleating.This is the main aspect of this high load
‘duct’ that has also been confirmed by electron microscopy scans.
The analogies with man aorta are overlapping (a, b, c, d).
Magn. 400x - 850x

Before reading observe this lively sequence of images since it illustrates and determines the elements that characterize the cytoarchitecture of the muscular arteries independently of the morphobiological dissimilarities in the different vascular districts and segments.
This is linked to the functional specializations of the area: from the
parenchyma, to the muscles, to the cutaneous coating. Thus, the
components of the wall may vary for either thickness or morphology (junction-type connections of the coronary arteries as an
example of functional specialization and adaptation) but never for
the sequence of the wall layers: adventitia, media, basal membrane
and endothelium (a, b, c, d).
Magn. 400x - 560x
Figure 1
Muscular arterioles of the cutaneous
vascular district in a normal rabbit.
Semi-fine sections.
Toluidine blue staining.
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Figure 2
Normal rabbit aorta.
Semi-fine sections.
Modified toluidine blue staining.

a

b

a

b

c

d

c

d
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1.3

Coronary arteries
in light and electron microscopy.

Normal cytoarchitecture

Figure 4
Coronary artery.
Ultra-fine section.

Observe in optimally cut sections and at different color nuances,
the harmonious and flexuous image of two coronary segments.
Note: the ‘thickness’ of the muscular media is such that it collimates with the complex physiological hemodynamic tasks. The very
‘pleated’ basal membrane is clearly highlighted in the figures and so
it is created to adapt to the alternating functional phases (b).
A collateral branch of the rabbit coronary artery is charming and attractive, also because it is so rare to trace; it can be found in oblique
perpendicular sections at the level of the isthmus (a).
Magn. 600x

Figure 3
The coronary arteries.
Rabbit coronary artery.
Semi-fine sections.
Modified toluidine blue staining.

a

b

a

5

Coronary artery of normal rabbit. Figures of defined cytoarchitecture at minimum ultrastructural magnification useful to delineate the
‘thickness’ of the myocyte media. This is made up by so many muscle cells present ‘only’ in this district, so that the media can carry
out the multifunctional aims it was set for.
The endothelium flows light on the sinuous basal membrane. The
lumen is almost physiologically opened, showing also many platelets (a).
Magn. 2,5 K

Normal cytoarchitecture
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Figure 5
Coronary artery.
Ultra-fine section.

Coronary artery of normal rabbit.
Endothelium-wall section details at higher resolution: the ‘complex’
organelle composition of the endothelium that adheres to the basal membrane segments with ‘junction-type connections’ must be
underlined (b).
Magn. 15 K

b

Normal cytoarchitecture

Figure 6
Normal rabbit
coronary artery.
Ultrastructural
serial radiographies at
different magnitudes
and at variable
longitudinal,
orthogonal sections.
Ultra-fine sections.

7

Note the endothelium caught in a phase of greater dynamic metabolic activity, as evidenced by multi-type organelles and a composed
cytology of the muscle cells of the media that are firmly anchored
to each other and to the basal membrane.
A more acute observation of some ‘details’ of the flowing basal
membrane, and the connection with muscle cells on one side and
with the endothelial cells on the other confirm the particular aspect
of the segmentation with variable junctions (a, b, c, d).
Magn. 15 K - 15 K - 11 K - 11 K

a

b

c

d
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Figure 7
Normal rabbit
coronary artery:
Endothelium.

Charming aspects of the coronary endothelium can be seen. In this
sequence, the endothelial laminae can be caught, with a metabolically active nucleus (organelles, pinocytosis) stuck to the basal
membrane in ‘segments’ linked together with ‘junction-type’ connections.The wall continues into the muscle cells of the media,‘joining’ it firmly with an ‘ice piton-type’ junctions. Actually, they are
extrusions of the cell membrane of the media, supported by the
collagen fibrils of the trabeculae that mimic the well known tightjunctions. Observe, especially the endothelial ‘silhouettes’ projecting in the bloodstream, testifying the functional ductility of the
endothelium (a, b, c).
Magn. 9,1 K - 9,1 K - 15 K

Normal cytoarchitecture
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Figure 7a
At higher resolution, (c)
the tract shows the
morphostructural details
of a stunned endothelium,
in the moment of
metabolic activity, in the
charming ‘docking’ of
the red blood
cell during oxygen
exchange.

c

a

b
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Figure 8
Normal rabbit
coronary artery.
Note a different
section and magnitude
angle and the
geometrical
composition of the wall
of the myocyte, of the
basal
membrane junction
and of the endothelial
morphobiology.
Ultra-fine sections.

a

After the ‘fascination’of the previous figures, this sequence delineates, at different magnifications, the orthodox morphobiology of the
endothelium wall in that area.While looking, please pay attention to
the ‘plane geometry’ of the cells of the media whose metamorphosis into contractile elements is created by the set of thick, compact,
parallel myofilaments that occupy all the cytoplasms. The metamorphosis, which started during embryogenesis in the undifferentiated primordial mesenchyma, has generated myofilaments but not
a muscular tissue ‘system’ (heart, muscles, etc.) that although it is
able to regenerate itself, it is not susceptible to changes or reactivity.
In the vascular districts with ducts at highest load and in the coronary arteries, the muscle cells of the media react under the input of
multiple stimuli, recalling the memorized pluripotentiality of their
mesenchymal-germinal origin (ontogenesis). Thus, they differentiate in order to defend the arterial ducts by creating and constructing
the ubiquitous and multiple expressions of the pathophysiological
path of atherogenesis against the atherosclerotic noxa.This reactive
phenomenon develops also in many other situations of either ‘pathological physiology’ or vascular disease with different etiopathogenesis (a, b, c, d, e).
Magn. 1,9 K - 4,5 K - 5,7 K - 7,1 K - 7,1 K

b
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e
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1.4

Normal cytoarchitecture
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Observe the apparent thinness of endothelial cytoplasms in physiological conditions.Also note the particular and special configuration
of the basal membrane showing linked segments of ‘knitted’ junctions, which are unique and specific morphobiological characteristics of the coronary district.This is one of the many and charming
examples of correlation between structure and function.The tunica
media shows its regular almost geometrical disposition of the muscle cells forming a ‘high’ layer (already illustrated with light microscopy) that interprets the ‘sole’ functions of the coronary district
(c, d).
Magn. 1,9 K - 2,5 K

Comparison between renal artery
and coronary artery.
Observe this effective example of morphobiological comparison
with the coronary arteries showing structural differences among
different circulatory districts, even though the ‘ducts’ have equal
calibre and load. Here the basal membrane is very sinuous and continuous, since it does not have to interpret the contractile excursus
of the myocardium but the functional alternation of the nephron,
whose ‘saddle-type’ image attributes indubitable and charming proof of a physiological and valid opening and closing devise.Also note
how this essential functional diversity results in a ‘small’ layer of
muscle cells in the media, since it does not need the contractile
force that is necessary to the coronary artery (a, b).
Magn 1,9 K - 2,5 K
Figure 10
Normal rabbit
coronary artery.
The endothelium and
the middle layer.
Longitudinal sections
of ultrastructural
sequences.

Figure 9
Afferent renal arteries
in a normal rabbit
nephron.
Ultra-fine sections.

a

b

c

d
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Figure 11
Renal artery of
normal rabbit.
Endothelium.
Ultra-fine sections.

These images are particularly focused on the endothelium, and significantly mark the cytostructural differences between the other
arteries and the coronary arteries. Observe the particular physiological disposition of the nephron, of the endothelium, of the form
and course of the basal membrane, while the muscle cells confirm
their own aspect ubiquitously. In c the high resolution very well
shows the membrane, the glycocalyx, and the pinocytosis (a, b, c).
Magn. 2,5 K - 5,7 K - 19,5 K

Normal cytoarchitecture

1.5

15

Myocardial Capillaries.
This is a sequence of images that ‘paints’ the relations between the
myocardiocytes and the arterial-venous microcirculation. At a different magnification, the ‘fitting in’ of the capillary with the sarcolemma can be seen due to the metabolic energy exchanges (a, b,
c, d, e). During systole, the ‘pleating’ of the wall, with the ‘cusps’ in
line with the Z lines, is very charming. (f). Also the ‘physiological’
diversity of the venous capillary can be seen, tracing an independent path that does not have any interchange relations (g, h).
Magn. 7,1 K - 15 K - 15 K - 15 K - 25 K - 5,7 K - 7,1 K - 7,1 K

Figure 12
Arterial capillaries.
Normal rabbit heart.
Sequence of orthogonal
sections of arterial
capillaries furnishing
myocardiocytes.
Ultra-fine sections.

a

c

b

a

b

c

d
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CHAPTER 2

Figure 12a
Normal rabbit heart.
Note the morphological
and functional harmony.
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2.1

The animal experimental model

The history of experimental
atherosclerosis.
For some time now a number of experimental models have been
proposed in order to reproduce in animals lesions similar to those
seen in man atherosclerosis. Considering that lipoproteins are still
believed to be the main actors in the scene of atherosclerosis, in
most models, diets rich in saturated fats and/or cholesterol have
been used.
These are able to induce high degrees of hypercholesterolemia so
to reproduce in animals and in a short period of time what occurs
in man in many years or even decades.
In the various models of experimental atherosclerosis induced by
high lipid and/or high cholesterol diets, a number of animals are
used among which: rabbits (Buck et al., 1963; Parker et al., 1966 a-b;
Imai et al., 1966; Weber et al., 1974; Silkworth et al., 1975), swine
(Gerrity et al., 1979; Florentin et al., 1968; Moriuchi et al., 1982),
pigeons (Clarkson et al., 1959; Lewis et al., 1982), primates (Trillo et
al., 1979; Johns et al., 1979;Taylor et al., 1978; Faggiotto et al., 1984).
However, while some species have proved to be particularly sensitive to the development of the atherosclerotic lesion induced by diet,
others (dogs and rats) have revealed to be resistant. One exception
has been for the animals in which hypothyroidism was induced either through administration of thyouracil or surgical ablation of the
thyroid gland (Wissler et al., 1954; Hess et al., 1963; De Palma, 1977).
In any case, in all these species, a close relation among atherogenic
diet, hyperlipidemia and atherosclerotic lesion could be seen. In
particular, LDLs, IDLs, chylomicron residues and beta VLDLs (VLDLs
migrating with beta lipoproteins in electrophoresis, synthesized by
the intestine and/or the liver of rabbit, dog, swine, primate, man after administration of diets rich in saturated fats and/or cholesterol)
seem to be the most atherogenic lipoproteic fractions (Mahley et
al., 1982).
In most experimental models high lipid diets have been used,
which induce high levels of atherogenic cholesterol and lipoproteins, determining accelerated atherosclerosis. Hyperlipoproteinemia induced by such approach can be compared with what occurs
in certain genetic diseases in man (homozygote and heterozygote
hypercholesterolemia, mixed hyperliproteinemia) or in the rabbit
(hypercholesterolemia of the Watanabe strain), where the high levels of plasma lipoproteins can induce phenomena of thesaurismosis at the level of both the artery walls and the peripheral tissues.
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The ‘Parma’ model.
This model of experimental atherogenesis was set (*) in 1983 and
aimed at ‘mimicking’, for as much as possible, the same course as
the disease in man both at the first onset and at the last epiphenomenon. Moreover, in man either polygenic hereditary dyslipidemia alone or the secondary form linked with a wrong lifestyle take
part in the development of atherosclerosis, and on this scenario the
major well know risk factors hound, malignantly accelerating the
nosography.
This consideration is especially true for diets that are typical of Western societies, which are rich in calories, animal saturated fats and
simple carbohydrates associated with a distressing lifestyle.
So the ‘rationale’ that resulted was aimed at administering a high
calorie diet (compatible with the nutritional needs of rabbits) that
is qualitatively ‘similar’ to Western diets. This innovative element
gains credit thanks to the reproducibility of the first and initial phases of atherogenesis, ‘constructed’ in a closer pathophysiological
relation to man.
So, over 20 years have passed since the Parma model without significant changes on this issue. In 2007, this ‘shadow’ attenuated thanks
to the contributions from some research groups (Li X, 2007-2009,
Zadelaar 2007, Singh 2009, Giannarelli 2011) that have rediscovered
and utilized experimental atherogenesis in order to validate new
treatments including statins combined with other molecules (see
Chapter 7).
REFERENCES
• Li X,Yeh V,V. Molteni. Liver X receptor modulators liver a review of recently patented
compounds (2007 - 2009) Expert Opin Ci Pat. 2010 Apr; 20 (4) : 535-62;
• Zadelaar S., Kleemann R., Verschuren L., Jitske de Vries-Van der Weij, José van der
Hoorn, Princen H.M., Kooistra T. Mouse Models for Atherosclerosis and Pharmaceutical
Modifiers. Arterioscler.Thromb. Vasc. Biol. 2007; 27:1706-1721;
• Singh V.,Tiwari R. L., Dikshit M. and Barthwal M. K. Models Study Atherosclerosis:
A Mechanistic Insight. Current Vascular Pharmacology, 2009, 7, 75-109.
• Giannarelli C. Effetto sinergico di IXR-623 e simvastatina sulla regressione
e stabilizzazione della placca aterosclerotica. Uno studio di risonanza magnetica
nucleare in un modello animale di aterosclerosi avanzata. Ipertensione. 2011 – 18, 1.

* The diet mentioned in the model proposed here was studied and set so to correspond and be the most ‘similar’ to the unbalanced diets of the Western post-industrial era and such to induce ‘slow’ atherosclerosis.
This pellet diet studied for this aim by the Piccioni company in Brescia (Italy) had
the following composition: 18% lipids, 12% proteins (pure lactic casein), 4% mineral salts 38,5% carbohydrates (3/4 saccharose, 1/4 starch), 19% unrefined fibers,
0,5% vitamins.
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2.3

Coronary Artery: Phase 1.
The first endothelial ‘lacerations’ show a lively activation of cytoplasms, the presence of Weibel-Palade bodies (a) and an ‘infiltration’ of amorphous, microelectrondense, microvesicular material
that leaks incorporating the muscle cells of the wall (a).
Furthermore, the sliding of the basal membrane, seen in double layer in a and b thanks to a ‘tricky’ cut, allows view of a myriad of
vesicles that are empty moulds of ‘moving’ lipids extracted with
fixating reagents.
Magn. 7,1 K - 9,1 K

Figure 13
Rabbit coronary
artery on 120th day
of therapy
with dyslipidic diet.
Ultra-fine sections.

* This work is a subproject: ‘Ultrastructural Pathophysiology of Arteriosclerosis’, of
the project aimed at ‘Preventive Medicine’ funded by the National Research Council
Contract no. 790106883 - 801111483 - 810040683.
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Figure 13a
C.M.: muscle cell
E: endothelium
L: lumen
I: infiltrates

The animal experimental model

Figure 14
Initial atherogenesis.
Rabbit coronary
artery on 120th day
of ‘balanced’
high lipid diet. Phase 1.
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Under the basal membrane, areas with variable surfaces of nonspecific microvesicular ‘infiltrations’ that do not modify the ‘implant’of the arterial wall can be seen. In itinere, the organelle cytoplasmic activation is lively.
At higher resolution, the still normal pinocytosis discloses, representing the actual image of the metabolic ‘transits’ (a, b).
Magn. 7,1 K - 7,1 K
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Figure 15
Coronary
endothelial disease.
Rabbit coronary
artery on 120th day
of ‘balanced’
high lipid diet. Phase 1.

The sequence of images dictates the most fine and sensitive reactivity of the endothelium to the induced perfusive noxa. This aspect
is different from the previous one, since in this segment the endothelium itself is activated with greater liveliness (force). Indeed, it is
blocking the heterogeneous ‘transits’ through itself and the basal
membrane towards the wall, and collecting amorphous material
and particles in its own cytoplasm. The micro- and macro-vascular degeneration of the endothelial cytoplasms indicates the high
idiosyncratic ‘sensitivity’ through the perfusive noxa (a, b, c, d).
Magn. 2,5 K - 2,5 K - 2,5 K - 7,1 K
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Coronary artery: morphopathological
progression in light microscopy.
Phases 2 and 3.
Through its wide space, light microscopy prospects uncommon experimental atherosclerosis images of rare effectiveness.
Figure a in phase 2 shows a diffused mounting of either isolates or
more often clusters of microvesicles in the subendothelial area, inside the myocells, in the absence of alterations of the cytomorphological plane geometry of the vessel wall.
Magn. 850x.
Figure b in phase 3 shows a disruption of the cytoarchitecture of
the vessel wall that loses its structural harmony revealing an either
isolated or clustered, multiform, micro- and macro-vesicular penetration of lipids in both the cytoplasm and between cells (myocell
metamorphosis). This lipid aggregation and coating stimulates wall
reactivity, becoming profoundly altered especially in relation to the
physiological hemodynamic functions of the district. This status is
already one of flourishing atherosclerosis, and soon after, collagen
neofibrillar ‘scarring’ appears, consolidating the only apparently
stable focus, always tracking the hyperplastic process with subsequent rupture of the endothelium and thrombogenic ‘cascade’.
Differently from the figures seen in the aorta, in the coronary district the atherosclerosis foci are few and non ubiquitous, like in
high load ducts (this will be brilliantly confirmed studying man).
This observation collimates almost totally with the coronary angiography in man. Except for the few cases in which the findings in the
coronary district look like a ‘rosary’ (subjects with either vascular
very old, ‘meiopragic’ constitution, or micro-multifocal myocardial
ischemia), the statistical significance favors a charming and overlapping man-animal parallelism. With flawless continuity in experimental models and in man, in the coronary district the plaque is
not present in more than about two or three sites. Morphobiology
can explain the different ‘atherosclerotic morbidity’ in these two
vascular districts better than molecular biology and fluid dynamics.
The aorta is an elastic artery and carries out its harmonious and
plastic functions without undergoing contractions or solicitations.
Since the aorta is a ‘free’ duct aimed at assuring flow continuity, it is
endowed with a ‘light’ endothelial coat and with basal membrane,
elastic laminae and muscle cells set ‘only’ parallel with each other.
This status creates conditions of better penetrability or infiltration
for both lipid molecules and other ‘antigens’.

28
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The coronary arteries are muscular arteries, with walls dense with
myocytes, very thick basal membranes, very robust and morphologically defined endothelium-wall interconnections, and endowed
with a very developed ‘endothelial organ’ to assure the metabolic
tasks. They have a course that is only apparently straight, because
they are along the epicardial surfaces and sometimes also in the
myocardium. They contract and flexuously follow the revolutions
of the subtended cardiac muscle. This very special morphostructure of the wall allows the interpretation of the coronary flexibility
function in syntony with contractions, and makes the endothelium
wall layer less penetrable for both lipid molecules and other ‘antigens’. Furthermore, the peculiarities of myocardial metabolism
hampers the ‘stopping’ of heterologous substances. The leaking
of four macrophages that are loaded with lipids and are about to
leave the endothelial ‘beach’ are a convincing and extraordinary
finding (a, b).
Magn. 850x - 1000x.

The animal experimental model

Figure 16
Coronary arteries
in atherogenesis.
Rabbit coronary
artery on 180th
and 300th day
of ‘balanced’
dyslipidic diet.
Semi-fine sections.
Toluidine blue staining.

a

b
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The animal experimental model

Aorta: the morphopathology in
light microscopy. Phase 1.
The morphobiology of the wall and of the endothelial ‘volutes’
is still preserved. In particular, the irregular harmony of the endothelial course firmly anchored to the basal membrane is well seen,
exalting here more than in other districts* its ‘irregular, sinuous,
tortuous’ harmony while disclosing. *This admirable setting, well
confirmed by electron microscopy, enlarges the surface of the aortic duct almost indefinitely for all the metabolic exchanges.
The still preserved morphological architecture of the aortic wall
is only apparent and only ‘macroscopic’, since histology of semifine sections already reveals diffused and infiltrating, isolated and
polycyclic clustered vesicles. These are optically empty in the wall,
between the elastic laminae and the muscle cells, and mostly with
penetrating regularity along the area underlying the basal membrane following all its volutes. The endothelium in light microscopy
is regular, charming and accompanied by some signs of microvesiculation. Concerning the aorta muscular-elastichemodynamic function, at this time, it is perfectly preserved and this confirms the
great ‘absorbing’ capacity of the muscularelastic wall of the aorta
correlated with that of its structural components that are excellent
physiological ‘dampers’.
In figure d the aorta, and even better, its whole wall and the ubiquitous microvesicular aggregations can be seen.
They represent the reaction to the atherosclerotic noxa that will be
revealed by electron microscopy (a, b, c, d).
Magn. 850x - 850x - 1050x - 1050x
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Figure 17
Atherogenesis proceeds,
it expands, it settles.
Rabbit aorta on 120th
day of ‘balanced’
dyslipidic diet.
Semi-fine sections.
Toluidine blue
staining.
a

b

c

* All the sections of the vascular district are characterized by an endothelium that is
not paved straight and flat but it discloses in sinuous volutes based on the metabolic
needs of the tissue. In the body, this choice of ‘functional ergonomy’, which is also
typical of other organic districts: hepatocyte microvilli, podocyte peduncles of the
glomerulus etc. quod mirabile est.

d
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Aorta: the morphopathology in
electron microscopy. Phase 1.
This is the subsequent electron microscopy observation overlapping the previous analogous images in a and b.The morphobiology
of the microvesicular aggregations is evidenced; it is located in a
ubiquitous way, even though prevalently in the subendothelial arch.
They are either empty vesicles or artefacts, but real images of a cytometabolic response induced by the persisting of the atherosclerotic
stimulus.This is an active reactive metamorphosis especially of the
first line muscular cytoplasms in the wall, which is characterized by
a rich complement of rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER) inside
the microvesicles.These reduce the myosinic structures, enlarge the
volume of the cell with infiltrating pseudopodia (theory of serous
inflammation of old pathologists!).
In sum, the muscle cell has started, with an irreversible dynamics,
‘mutations’ from a contractile cell type to a sclerotic-scarringnonelastic function, so predisposing the systems (RER) to ‘fabricate’
collagen. Note also in a, b and c that some empty vesicles may actually be lipid moulds dissolved during fixation.This morphological
characteristic can also be extended to the whole aortic district and
provides value to the reaction of the muscle cell against the lipid
antigen. In d the endothelium seen on top over an unimpaired parietal area shows, in a tract, a very active presence of organelles;
in another tract the gross vesiculation reveals the basal membrane
that appears ‘naked’. This lesion, which is difficult to capture, has
very severe pathophysiological links.
In e the wall indicates the very active response to the dyslipidemia.
The rough endoplasmic reticulum has pleomorphic areas that interrupt the structure and subtend the metamorphosis towards collagen fibrillogenesis (a, b, c, d, e).
Magn. 1,7 K - 2,5 K - 7,1 K - 9,1 K - 9,1 K
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Figure 18
Atherogenesis proceeds,
it expands, it settles.
Rabbit aorta on 120th
day of ‘balanced’
dyslipidic diet.
E.M. observation
shows in ‘a’ and ‘b’ the
morphology of the
subendothelial
vesicles at the volute
‘fjord’ of the endothelium
enclosing the rough
reticulum.
In the following
images the metamorphosis
of the protein synthesis
of the muscle cell can be
better appreciated.
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Aorta: dedifferentiating metamorphosis.
Phase 2.
The ultrastructural observation reveals the nature, the profile and
the characteristics of the pleomorphic aspect of the aortic wall as
seen through light microscopy, representing an ‘impressive’ documentation of the complex phenomenology that supports atherosclerosis.The sequence of the aortic vascular segments (arch, thoracic, abdominal) evidences the fast progression, even very fast if the
diet stimulus is considered, of the transformations that define a very
early pathological alteration.
Note the vesicular polymorphism that locks the coils of the RER
membranes and the glycoproteic thickenings aggregated with catabolic residues of cytoplasmic ‘molecules’, an example of this is
represented by the presence of foam cells.
In the mutated cytomorphology, the contractile structure of the
muscle cell is ‘shrunk’, the starting signal of a ‘migrating walk’
and of true hyperplasia can be observed, receiving real meaning by
the areas in which a rough endoplasmic reticulum ‘is constructed’
ready to start its activity. In such sense, the order has already been
given by the very sensitive ‘intelligences’ of the nucleic acids provost and prepared to the response from the mesenchyma memory
(this is true for the endothelium as much as for the myocell).
This is the phase in which the wall cell pressed by the atherosclerotic stimulus exchanges the contractile apparatus with ‘systems’ that
are able to ‘fabricate’ collagen fibrils. The blastic dedifferentiating
progression towards atherosclerosis is about to occur (a, b, c, d, e, f).
Magn. 2,5 K - 7,1 K - 19 K - 7,1 K - 9,1 K - 9,1 K

Note: This is the phase that precedes the ‘hyperplastic click’ induced by lipid infiltration.
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Figure 19
Muscle cells
of the aortic wall.
Progression of
precollagen genetic
dedifferentiating
metamorphosis.
Rabbit aorta on 180th
day of ‘balanced’
dyslipidic diet.
Phase 2.
Ultra-fine sections.
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2.7

Aorta: the irreversibility of the lesion.
Phase 3.
The sequence of frames signals very well the mutation of the muscle
cell from a contractile phenotype into a synthesizing one, producing collagen and more and more new matrix. Also, in hyperplastic
infiltrating migration towards the intima, it carries out a reaction
and a containment plan against the lipid noxa that is memorized in
the nuclear code. The following well known irreversible scleroticscarring-calcific result indicates how the genetic code orders to
maintain wall integrity anyway, although the result will be the loss
of the physiological peculiarities of the wall itself. It is in this phase
that while the inevitable is done, the multiform and articulated images of the voyage towards the substitutive new fibrillocollagen and
later sclerotic-scarring metamorphosis can be captured. The figure
is the concrete, real, charming configuration of this voyage.
(Martines et al. 1984,Thyberg et al. 1990) (a, b, c, d, e).
Magn. 7,1 K - 4,5 K - 4,5 K - 7,1 K - 5,7 K

Figure 20
Irreversible
progression of the areas
of collagen
new fibrillogenesis.
Rabbit aorta on 300th
day of ‘balanced’
dyslipidic diet.
Phase 3.
Ultra-fine sections.

a
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Figure 20a

b
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2.8

Aorta: the plaque.
Phase 3.
In these figures two distinct morphopathological situations of the
aortic wall can be seen, which are combined, adjacent and contiguous with each other.
They are the true expression of the alterations and the conclusion
of this atherosclerotic ‘voyage’ that has come to an end, and has
overpassed in this way the boundary of ‘no return’.
The ‘young’ recent plaque has already invaded the endothelium,
which in the pathophysiological time flow will assume profiles, solidity, and morphology progressing towards the well known sclerotic-lipidic-calcific images.
These are well evidenced in man specimens and highlight the ‘sclerosis’ aspect, known by pathologists and to which electron microscopy has given true cognitive light. Thus the wall area is distinguished (a, e, f), charmingly creating the concept image of the disaster
of the elastic laminae and of the regression of the muscle cells.This
finding determines ubiquitously, and even more in man where the
process is much older, the progressive and total loss of the elastic
functions. This phenomenon is correlated with dilation, elongation
and dissection of the walls, in which diffused neogenesis of collagen tissue, and lipids and cell dendrite accumulation are also involved, since macrophages are not able to remove them. That is why,
once the sclerotic-calcific final phase has been reached the arterial
duct is stiff, fragile and the ‘resistancy’ sphygmic wave increases, i.e.
either the load or the aortic impedance.
This morphostructural disaster eliminates the typical physiological
cytoarchitecture, which is the bases for the elastic-contractile function, and this metamorphosis creates a real afinalistic ‘Umbau’.
The elements that characterize this area, besides muscle cells in various regressive phases and frayed and twisted elastic laminae, also
pleiomorph infiltrating glycolipid clod, endoplasmic vesicles, newly
formed collagen fibrils, phospholipids and fatty streak are present.
The wall areas (b, c, d) involved with the plaque are those contiguous and near the previously described ones. There is an area of
passage or of ‘containment’ that delimitates the lipid plaque. In
these images the ‘base’ of the plaque itself is mounted in the wall
that surrounds it, and is evidenced with a myriad of lipid microvesiculations that stuff survivor cytoplasms with pyknotic nuclei (a,
b, c, d, e, f).
Magn. 1,9 K - 1,9 K - 1,9 K - 1,9 K - 1,9 K - 1,9 K

The animal experimental model

Figure 21
Aorta.
The structures and the
plan are undermined by
the definitive irreversible
conclusion.
The iconographic sequence
shows the parallel
destructive stalk of the
plaque and of the twisted
aberration of the
elastic laminae.
At the same time muscle
cells ‘ferment’
the road of the
‘hyperplastic click’.
Rabbit aorta on 300th
day of ‘balanced’
dyslipidic diet. Phase 3.
Ultra-fine sections.
a

b
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Figure 21a
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Figure 21b
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The animal experimental model

Aorta: the endothelium ‘coats’
the plaque. Phase 3.
The progression of atherosclerosis and the reaching of the epilogue of the early atherosclerotic plaque simultaneously reveal the
morphofunctional metamorphosis of the endothelium, which is
only a ‘shadow’ image of itself, and like a fragile pavement covers
the merging foci of the intima. These ubiquitous electron microscopy observations of the ‘shadow’ endothelium that surrounds the
plaque in deforming tectonic lifting disrupts the indented profile
of the intima (‘fjord’ image) previously mentioned.Also in the aorta
it severely reduces the metabolic exchanges and the physiological
trophism of the wall. Note however, that in the aorta, which is a
high load duct with macrohemodynamic functions of transportation towards 2nd level arterial districts, the involution of the walls
starting from the foci of early atherosclerosis up to the classical
sclerotic-lipidic-calcific ones affects the load capacity only relatively. Furthermore, this assumption cannot and must not deviate
from protocols of prevention and therapy. Indeed even when the
aorta is transformed in a rigid tube (‘stove tube’) it can still carry
out the task of blood macrodistribution, but with an impedance increase, from the aortic arch up to the most distal segments.The risk
of thrombogenesis and thromboembolism generated by ulcerative
micro- macro-lesions of the endothelium and also the dissections
are the anatomical-pathological substrate for severe diseases and
cardiocirculatory complications.
In this 3rd phase, the endothelial disease is overcome and the endothelium as a functioning organ is destroyed; it survives only as
an inert and atrophic ‘pavement’. The evolution sequence of the
endothelial lesion is fascinating and dramatic. The images perfectly
show the ruthlessness of the involution, and for some degree the
‘capacity’ of the cell to construct an extreme barrier to chase plaque extrusion. In this way, the output of lipids, foam cells and cell
dendrites in the bloodstream is delayed, leading to two pernicious
consequences, one local and the other one systemic. Only a little
bit after phase 2, the endothelium unveils and indicates its own
brilliance and extremely lively reacting and defending capacity.The
endothelial disease can be read only up to this time and has a pathophysiological meaning that represents the last sign of possible
reversibility.
The underlying plaque, in tectonic emergence and mounted in the
wall, is constituted by the free lipid stuffing and by the foam cells
almost ‘lacking’ nuclei, and appears like a mass of deceased cyto-
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Figure 22
The endothelium ‘coats’
the plaque that projects in
the vessel lumen.
Rabbit aorta on 300th
day of ‘balanced’
dyslipidic diet.
Phase 3.
Ultra-fine sections.

a

43

plasm dendrites (myofibrils, laminae, lipofuscin aggregates, etc.).
The early atherosclerotic plaque is the focus of a complex and ubiquitous inflammation reaction, repeating itself in its morphopathology and changing its aspect only in relation to the time of onset
and to its following evolutions (a, b, c).
Magn. 1,9 K - 4 K - 9,1 K

b
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Figure 22a
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2.10 Aorta: the plaque in light microscopy.
Phase 3.

c

The process of experimental atherosclerosis is through. The observation in light microscopy delineates the complete histopathological essentiality and the severity of the atherosclerotic lesion.
The area of the plaque is revealed ‘hooked’ to the tunica media,
mounted into the whole wall, with a round form. From here the
phagocytic and new fibrillogenetic reaction of the muscle cells has
started. Now large areas of the wall are altered with disintegration
of the elastic laminae involved in the area of the ‘epicenter’, and
from here multi-cell type hyperplasia progresses towards the intima
still coated with thin, atrophic endothelium. The switch of the muscle cells from a contractile cell type to a collagen synthesizing one
occurs together with the differentiation of some cytoplasmic units
into foam cells.
The area surrounding the epicenter conserves traits of structural
normality, which will remain so in the evolving plaque, preventing
hyperplastic invasions in the direction of the more peripheral areas
of the media and the adventitia. This ‘status’ undergoes a devastating mutation because of the cracking of the medio-adventitial ‘containment vallum’.
The ‘dissection’ of the wall originates from the ‘fractures’, and this
is the genesis of the micro- macro-aneurysmal scenario.
At a better resolution focusing on one sector of the plaque (b), the
micro- macro-vesicular images of the extracted lipids, the scattered
aggregates of the osmiophilic lipids, the elastic fragmented laminae
and the ‘debris’ can be well observed, which are the expression of
the disruptive catabolism enclosed in the atheroma (a, b).
Magn. 650x - 1000x

Note: in order to better understand the evolutionary steps of atherosclerosis, it is
useful to compare the histological images with the ultrastructural ones for both
experimental and man disease.
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CHAPTER 3

Figure 23
Rabbit aorta on 300th
day of ‘balanced’
dyslipidic diet.
Semi-fine sections.
Modified toluidine
blue staining.
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a

b
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3.1

Current facts.
The history of arteriosclerosis is millenary but the history of atherosclerosis is only one century old. Indeed, it has appeared into clinical and pathology settings while man lifestyle ‘status’ was changing,
so dyslipidemia has ‘invaded’ the arteries in earlier and earlier age.
In time, the pernicious combination and etiological coupling of
sclerosis and atheroma often fuse together to conclude epiphenomenic voyages that are more and more complex and irreversible.
The iconography that is proposed and is prospected here includes
and synthesizes this assumption.
Indeed the rationale that presides, informs and suggests this Chapter is derived from the acquired knowledge that morphobiological
research introduces the assumption that history of atherosclerosis
can be ‘written’ in the evolving sequential phases, and the relationcomparison with molecular biology completes the results in collimating methods.
This is important for the whole ‘system’ involving the ‘symbiosis’
between pathomorphology and morphometabolism, expressing
the secreting-incretive and biomolecular functions of the complex
artery-capillary and coronary structural bases.
However, in this way and simultaneously these images are of essential, inestimable value and meaning for a coronary angiographic interpretation and for a better understanding of the clinical aspects of
the ‘infinite’ symptomatological expressions that appear every day
before doctors and cardiologists.
Last, but indeed not least, knowledge of the morphopathology of
man atherosclerosis reflects in the clinical practice, and it can allow
in the multiformity of the syndromes, a more precise diagnosis and
a better and personalized treatment.
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Aorta in light microscopy.
The sequence of images unveils and indicates the multiform histopathology of the damage and lesion induced by atherogenesis and
diffused to the whole wall with different degrees of severity, which
define the renewing ‘moving’ picture.
So the different facets of the polyhedral atherosclerosis scan the
timing of the pathophysiological evolutions inside the aortic wall.
The images presented on the stage of ‘atherosclerosis and plaque’
make up and consolidate different scenes that are separated in frames of the same disease. In relation, however, to the effect of the
causal agent (lipids) and of the other factors and cofactors, a differentiated rhythm of reactions of the cell elements of the wall is
established.
The almost initial and medium-term moments of atherogenesis are
caught with liveliness in figures a, b and c, representing double
images of the same scene.The still parallel elastic laminae are crumpled in their course interrupted by microvesicles, and are in light
diastases due to oedema and serous inflammation of the wall. They
are interposed with muscle cells that in light microscopy do not
evidence neither special nor gross metamorphoses but only multivesicular ‘foci’ aggregated in clusters. These latter contain a lipidosmiophilic content that does not modify the plane geometry yet,
but certainly already severely and negatively affects the wall both in
terms of trophism and function.
This is the phase of infiltration, turbid degeneration, and of early
laminar disruption induced by the causal agents of atherosclerosis.
This is followed by the phase of lipid stuffing, (c) of hyperplasia of
the muscle cells, veering to synthesizing cell type, of collagen genesis, of the sclerotic-lipid formation and of total disintegration of the
elastic laminae (d).
This is the eschatology of the atherosclerotic wall that has become
‘hard, fragile, frangible’ and has reached its ultimate morphobiological phase, and due to altered fluxes could lead to inexorable,
pernicious complications ((a, b, c, d).
Magn. 400x - 400x - 1000x - 1000x

Note: the bioptic collection is carried out through surgical ‘punch’; due to technical
reasons the area to inside and on which to join the by-pass was chosen evaluating
the least compromised areas of the wall of the ascending aorta.
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Figure 24
Aorta atherosclerosis
in man.
Intermediate phase.
Myocardial
revascularization.
Intraoperative specimen.
Semi-fine sections.
Modified toluidine
blue staining.
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Figure 24a
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3.3

Aorta in electron microscopy:
intermediate phase of atherogenesis.
Electron microscopy codifies and specifies the already observed state of the wall.The plane geometric order in this phase is still recognizable with acceptable morphobiologic valence. However, the muscle
cells still show recognizable borders, an organelle cytoplasmic activation towards synthesis, and a sensitive reduction in muscular filaments and microvesicles.These are interposed by the elastic laminae
that are in a state of ‘disancoring torsion’.With a better resolution, c
indicates a macrophage-like cell as well as a premature ‘forelock’ of
new fibrillogenesis (a, b, c).
Magn. 1,9 K - 1,9 K - 4,5 K

Figure 25
Aorta atherosclerosis
in man. Intermediate
phase. Myocardial
revascularization.
Intraoperative
specimen.
Ultra-fine sections.
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Figure 25a
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3.4

Aorta atherosclerosis:
intermediate phase of atherogenesis.

The man experimental model

Figure 26a

The muscle cells, essential protagonists of the evolution of atherogenesis are observed also in this sequence, revealing another evolutionary aspect of their multiform but consequential process of
mutation triggered by lipids (LDL). This is an intermediate phase
that begins when the stimulus is still lasting while LDL lipids are
still metabolized but have already sent the signal of dedifferentiating activation to the nucleus.
The myocytes unfold organelle neogenesis (rough endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria) and the cytoplasms signal early new fibrillogenesis towards the interstitial spaces of the elastic laminae. Lipid
osmiophilic microguttula can also be observed. This morphobiology of the muscle cells is particular and typical of the preparation
to the ‘hyperplastic click’ (a, b).
Magn. 7 K - 9,1 K

Figure 26
Aorta atherosclerosis
in man. Intermediate
phase.
Myocardial
revascularization.
Intraoperative
specimen.
Ultra-fine sections.

b

a
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3.5

Aorta: towards catastrophe.

The man experimental model

Figure 27a

Ultrastructural analysis sees with great and special wealth of details
the whole of alterations that with differentiated involution-reactive
characteristics define the true state of atherosclerosis in man aorta.
In the figures, the geometric order of the cytoarchitecture of the
wall is altered.
In sequence, a and b capture the catabolic devastation of the wall:
debris, microslags, segments or fragments of elastic laminae.
In c survivor areas of muscle cells ‘drifting’ in a fluid area of new
fibrillogenesis can be seen (a, b, c).
Magn. 3,4 K - 5 K - 4 K
b

Figure 27
Man atherosclerosis.
Advanced phase.
Man aorta.
Myocardial
revascularization.
Intraoperative
specimen.
Ultra-fine sections.

c

a
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3.6

Towards catastrophe.
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3.7

Towards catastrophe.

In this sequence the metamorphosis of the muscle cells can be
observed with both RER and cytoplasms in mutation phase that
gradually reduces the myofibrillar structures in adjacent proximity,
and ‘islands’ of debris and collagen fibrillogenesis appear. This is
the phase of active, florid formation of the ‘focus’.This is the time of
the ‘hyperplastic click’ when the reactive-involutive process is at a
high metabolic trophism (a, b).
Magn. 4,1 K - 7,1 K

Figure 28
Man atherosclerosis.
Terminal phase.
Man aorta.
Myocardial
revascularization.
Intraoperative specimen.
Ultra-fine sections.
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Figure 29
Man atherosclerosis.
Terminal phase.
Man aorta.
Myocardial
revascularization.
Intraoperative
specimen.
Ultra-fine sections.

In this phase of atherosclerotic nosography, the study has focused
on muscle cells that are essential protagonists of the pathophysiological processes leading to the plaque, and these images confirm
this effectively.
The nuclei are in high chromatic relief to support a primary role of
morphofunctional reconversion in response to the stress induced
by lipid (LDL) infiltration. This is testified also by organelle neogenesis (RER, mitochondria) occupying the entire cell space-volume
in the cytoplasms as well as the presence of microvesicular ‘stimulators’ (LDLs).
These cells are in full ‘hyperplastic’ competition and the interspaces are occupied by newly forming collagen. This framework suggests a state of serous ‘inflammation’ that can be captured in this
segment.
In c the lipid infiltration has filled the cytoplasms, in d the eclipse of
the wall can be seen (a, b, c, d).
Magn. 11 K - 11 K - 4,1 K - 11 K

a

b

a

b
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Figure 29a
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Figure 29b

c

d
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Aorta: the disruption of the
cytoarchitecture is done.
The iconographic suggestions and imaginative knowledge of the
morphostructural reality of the atherosclerotic aorta, even in the
areas that are more strongly infiltrated by the causal agent (i.e. LDL
cholesterol), although being well illustrated both by pathology as
well as by the most celebrated and pictorially drawn ‘graphics’ are
distant, surreal, not adequately convincing images when compared
with the implacable, relentless and charming ‘beauty’ of ultrastructure art. The endothelium wall sequences demonstrate with high
resolution and morphobiological accuracy the inexorable ‘devastation’ overturning the structural harmony and the essential physiological function. These frames also witness the incredible, unthinkable ‘adaptation’ ability and the compensation mechanisms of
this high load vascular segment that continues its hemodynamic
function, occurring certainly in a status harbinger of severe complications, but without the evidence of a direct relation between this
risk and keeping an effective hemodynamic function *.
More in detail, figures a and b draw the endothelium ‘vallum’ resting fragile and in a continuous manner, no longer on the basal
membrane but on the ‘debris’ of the plaque and on the large lesion
areas.The almost ubiquitous metamorphosis of the endothelial cell
into an almost ‘flat’ cell type obeys to the necessity to maintain a
capacity, a border separation function, reducing the risks of ‘abrasion’ and ‘nakedness’ .This would imply many more risks and complications than normally, because under the endothelium there is
no longer a basal membrane but a state of chaotic degradation and
destruction of the cell elements that pour into the bloodstream,
immediately recalling platelets and initiating thrombogenesis with
the well known complications. If under this ‘new’ type of endothelium the focus is instead constituted by a progressing and invasive hyperplasia of the muscle cells with collagen-genetic imprint,
(first collagen bundles, sclerotic calcified collagen bundles after),
the ‘rupture’ of the endothelial floor and the consequent gap cause
the sudden entrance of platelets and the beginning of a ‘furious’
thrombogenesis (e.g. this is what happens in the coronary district
due to a different duct morphobiology, and this explains the rapid
onset of coronary thrombosis in unstable angina).
The cytoplasm of these thin endothelial foils has incorporated
osmiophilic lipids (and not empty vesicles) and hardly identifiable
‘remnants’. In these images, the layer underlying the endothelium
is formed by a prevailing lipid stuffing (foam cells) and by residues
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of elastic laminae and muscle cells (this finding can be overlapped
with that observed and illustrated in long-term experimentally induced atherosclerosis).
Figures c and d capture the essentiality, morphological accuracy,
and the stateliness of the wall massive stuffing, which is no longer a
site for foam cells, but it is pervaded with initial collagen genesis.
Inside this ‘medium’ or in these areas a massive lipid polymorphy
can be seen, characterized by both lipids (LDL) that are osmiophilic
and not scattered in vesicles or grouped in compact clusters, and
‘residues’ of myocytes sometimes still endowed with a nucleus.The
genesis of this stuffing, developing over time, is determined by lipoproteins that enter the muscle cells through a receptor-dependent
mechanism. If however the levels of LDLs increase so much as to
saturate the receptors, lipoproteins penetrate equally through a
receptor-independent mechanism, causing accumulation of cholesterol that first saturates the myocytes of the wall, then re-stuffs and
invades it. These are two facets of the most severe and serious of
‘polyhedron’ atherosclerosis (a, b, c, d).
Magn. 4,5 K - 3,4 K - 3,4 K - 3,4 K

* regardless of the effectiveness of therapy that has a value, the natural mechanisms
of compensation and adaptation in the face of the occurred lesions are complex
and effective. They involve and convert the endothelial morphology and function,
which, after having lost its metabolic-receptor prerogatives is bound to become a coating of simple protection that allows the transit of ‘scavengers’. Above all, it maintains and continually renews the glycocalyx of the cell membrane that paves the
lumen of the duct avoiding the perniciousness of platelet adhesion and activation,
and if it were not so, they would be protagonists of the incoming thrombogenesis
through a ‘cascade’mechanism.
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Figure 30
Aorta atherosclerosis.
Lipid stuffing
extreme phase.
Man aorta.
Myocardial
revascularization.
Intraoperative
specimen.
Ultra-fine sections.
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Aorta: the ‘END’ of the endothelium.
The endothelium covers the atheroclerotic plaque with a continuous, thin, small, irregular cytoplasmic lamina. In a and b cell debris
sunk in a filamentous precollagen ‘medium’ can be seen, showing a
small very finely serrated membrane on the vessel border.
This is the phase that follows the removal of loads of LDLs by macrophages, coinciding with the beginning of the fibrillocollagen
phase of neogenesis.
In the second image in c the endothelium ‘contains’ the thrust of
the catabolic wrecks; while in d the thin endothelial lamina slows
down the exit of ‘peeled’ macrophages above the plaque. Note that
in this phase of the process of atherogenesis, ending with an atheroma with multiple staging frameworks related to varied speed of
evolutionary genesis, there are not significant differences, but great
similarities with both the data from ‘laboratory animals’ and those
from man and vice versa.
This endothelial lesion indicates which degree of transmutation the
endothelium will reach following the paths of atherogenesis up to
atheroma.This lesion resulting from both regression and adaptation
cancels the morphological and metabolic peculiarities. These sequences prompt to reflect on the succession of morphobiological,
hemodynamic, blood coagulation events, and on the long-term clinical complications. Along these surfaces an almost constantly ‘turbulent’ stream flows, generating vortices that constitute a traumatic
factor for the endothelium and its effects fall in the multiform pathogenesis of atherosclerosis (a, b, c, d).
Magn. 5,7 K - 5,7 K - 7,1 K - 5,1 K

Reflection: The turbulent flow can cause degenerative local alterations of the arterial wall endothelium with detachment of endothelial cells from the basal membrane and consequent increase in lipoprotein parietal filtration and platelet aggregation. The increase in platelet adhesiveness to the damaged endothelium occurs
because the collagen fibers of the basal membrane underlying the endothelium
possess receptor sites specifically for platelet adhesion. One datum in favor of the
pathogenicity of the turbulent flow as regards atherosclerosis etiopathogenesis is the
evidence that the atherosclerotic plaques are often found in areas where a turbulent flow certainly originates, as in curved areas, in bifurcation areas (G. Montalto
1958), and in areas with abrupt changes in vessel caliber.
In conclusion, an endothelial damage (variously induced), in the first phase, seems
to cause on the one hand an alteration of the function of selective barrier and of
thromboresistance of the endothelial cells, on the other hand, a focal endothelial
lesion and its subsequent repair. Only in the more advanced phases, with the persistence of the endothelial insult, a desquamation of endothelial cells may occur for
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Figure 31
Pathological
morphobiology:
atherosclerotic aorta.
The endothelium
coats the
lipid plaque.
Man aorta.
Myocardial
revascularization.
Intraoperative specimen.
Ultra-fine sections.

either slowing down of the replication turnover or the unveiling of the subendothelial structures; the road towards the formation of the atherosclerotic plaque is now
opened. Furthermore, among the many metabolic and functional peculiarities of
which the endothelium is the interpreter and main protagonist, the one connected
and secured to endothelium-dependent vasodilation is noteworthy, since it correlates well with the morphological and functional bases of circulation that are indicated, evidenced and reported by ultrastructure. Only the intact endothelium is able
to control the physiological ‘TONE’, regulating responses versus vasoconstrictor inputs. In early atherosclerosis this capacity or adaptive function is already compromised especially in the coronary district as well as in the aorta and in the vascular
system. As atherosclerosis progresses up to the plaque phase in close connection with
the alterations of the morphological bases of endothelium-dependent vasodilation,
this special function progressively reduces until disappearance.
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3.10 Aorta: the destruction of the harmony.
The frames in this sequence are of rare iconographic effectiveness
for describing the synthesizing, reactive, afinalistic, irreversible metamorphosis of the muscle cell type. These only apparently repetitive iconographies suggest to insist for a more comprehensive, broad notion of sequential polymorphism related to all the phases of
the ‘hyperplastic click’ and the epiphenomenon that concludes
atherogenesis. This pleiomorphic, multiform (see also other figures)
evidence of the genesis and of the end of the plaque is only exteriorly messy, chaotic and confused because the whole pathophysiological process of atherosclerosis is enclosed, circumscribed within
a polyhedron with multiform facets and never stops to amaze because of its different ways to look and manifest itself. This ‘platonic
solid’embodies and plays a unique and unitary evolution, ordering
and regulating a dedifferentiating-hyperplastic command, a rigid consequential order (input).
The image of the ‘polyhedron’ with many polygons well represents
the diversity of the nosographic phases showing absolute consistent
and linked unity of the vessel wall response with dyslipidemia and
also with other causal agents of atherosclerosis. Furthermore, the
brightness of electron microscopy catches, defines and indicates the
tinges and the essence of this altered morphobiology.
In a, the muscle cells of the ‘moving’ wall occupy and expand their
area and show a myriad of pseudopodia that attack, penetrate and
truncate the elastic laminae. Fibrillocollagen neogenesis is strongly
expanding and along with lipid microvesiculations draw the status of
myocyte hyperplasia.
In b, the aggressive erosion against the elastic laminae has determined their almost total disappearance and survived flaps and strips
have lost all sphygmic-elastic physiological function (rigidity of the
wall or of some of its sections). The collagen fibrillogenesis expands
spreading in various expressions of maturation.
In c, the residual elastic laminae interposed with impressive collagen
neogenesis are indicated. Muscle cells have disappeared.
The presence of lipid droplets with different forms and located in
various sites are suggestive, but related to the etiology.
Finally, in c the spectacular activity of the lipid-stimulated muscle
cells is indicated, unfolding and expanding itself in the large areas of
collagen neogenesis ‘made up’ by muscle cells. Vesicles of extracted
lipids and fragments of elastic laminae anchored to collagen complete the picture (a, b, c).
Magn. 2,5 K - 7,5 K - 7,5 K
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Figure 32
Pathological
morphobiology.
The ‘hyperplastic click’
of muscle cells.
Man aorta.
Myocardial
revascularization.
Intraoperative specimen.
Ultra-fine sections.
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Figure 32a

a

b

Note: these specimens draw attention to the meaning and the very concrete value
that could be attributed to them, especially for the reflections and the clinical-prognostic ‘questions’ they give rise to. Indeed, not only do they belong to man aorta,
(biopsy taken during the operation), but also and above they document the lesion
of a subject who was later clinically cured, given the successful by-pass intervention
and the subsequent recovery. Yet, atherosclerosis in this subject who has optimally
returned to a full life is located in a ubiquitous all-encompassing, perniciously
irreversible aortic site.
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Figure 32b
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3.11 Aorta: final comparison between
harmony and catastrophe.
Incision of the section line according to an oblique-transverse vector produces in a striking images of the normal aortic wall. Muscle cells are anchored with the interconnection system to ‘wedge
grips’ to the elastic laminae and the connective stroma.This ‘arabesque’ is created by the angle of the cut. Conversely in b the longitudinal section, reveals and indicates a parallel line cytoarchitecture
of the elements of the wall. In this area the morphobiological constitution is compact, harmonious in all its components, and attracts
the framing of the profiles and the contours of the cell membrane
of myocytes and everts in ‘cuneiform footholds’ for a better intercellular cohesion with the elastic laminae. The figures c and d reproduce two images with higher resolution, in a selected field. The
morphobiological entity is the same for both the muscle cell and
the elastic laminae in two separate moments of atherogenesis. Figure c highlights the myocyte organelle-cytoplasmic organization
that prepares for the protein synthesis and ‘hyperplastic click’ in
the initial phase of the metamorphosis induced by atherosclerosis.
Figure d ‘sculpts’ with vivid effectiveness the disintegration of the
wall. The elastic laminae are fragmented, broken down and scattered, with internal residues of cytoplasm, immersed in a collagen
blanket and in muscle cell residues with massive fatty streak.
This is the ultimate final phase of the life of the wall that follows the
sclerotic-fibrous-calcific plaque (a, b, c, d).
Magn. 5 K - 7,1 K - 9,1 K - 9,1 K

c

These ultrastructural pathology data if joined, associated, or even not, with those of
the endothelial disease up to its phase of extreme severity, and with the endothelium
alterations of the coronary district up to the plaque, make the ‘stratification’ of the
coronary risk even more difficult. This is because the ‘gradients’ of atherosclerotic
evolution hide from imaging observation, even advanced, bringing the ischemic
disease back, for a significant percentage, to the area of empiric forecasting, endowing it with an underlying aura of mystery and of impossibility of full knowledge.
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Figure 33
Normal and pathological
morphobiology.
Normal man aorta
(a, b). Intraoperative
specimen.
Ultra-fine sections.
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Figure 33a
Atherosclerotic aorta
in man.
Note the structural
disruption (c, d).
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3.12 Coronary artery: endothelial disease.
At the beginning
Martines: As a partial answer to the question of Prof. Arduini in
relation to the vascular tree, the role of the endothelium needs to
be reminded not so much at the level of the large load vessels but
at the level of the micro-circulatory compartment. The endothelial
cell under the most variable metabolic, nervous and mechanical stimuli proves capable of a metamorphosis, enhancing its totipotency
activating the rough endoplasmic reticulum and protein synthesis.
Arduini: I’m glad that Prof. Martines has addressed this topic of
vessel alteration that can also occur very early, especially at the level of the endothelium due to mechanical reasons.

Today
Essential hypertension, as shown, is a primitive factor in the
etiopathogenesis of endothelial disease, which is well defined by
morphology (a, b, d - 1975 - c, e, f - 2000).
After more than six decades, indeed, clinical and imaging research have
demonstrated (Taurino 2011) that: ‘the results of this study confirm
the presence of endothelial dysfunction in the microcirculation of
patients suffering from essential hypertension’.
These clinical findings shed new ‘light’ on the postulate of
interconnection between ultrastructure and function, i.e. between
morphology and the metabolic activities of the endothelium (Taddei
2002, Maio 2011).
This is how endothelial disease, with vivid ‘rationality’, indicates that
damage to the endothelium occurs with pernicious precocity and in
a silent manner, as compared to damage in other sites.
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Figure 34
This paragraph elucidates
more details of the
endothelia cytoplasms
involved by the noxa, be it
either reversible or
irreversible in relation
to the damaging «vis».
The following sequence of
images depicts a
spectacular
morphofunctional
polymorphism of the
endothelial cell
observed in the coronary
disease, even at
greater magnitude.
Activation of
‘totipotentiality’ is
indicated by the intensity
of organelles:
mitochondria,
rough endothelial
reticulum,
ribosomes, protein
synthesis,
granula, myofilaments
(a, b, c, d, e, f).
Magn. 7,1 K - 5,1 K - 15 K
15 K - 15 K - 15 K
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3.13 Coronary artery: inflammation.
Figures b and c depict elements of wall inflammation in its activation phase. In d and e note the metamorphosis induced by both
lymphocytes and plasma cells.
Figure a shows wall mastocyte (a).
Magn. 6 K - 2,5 K - 2,5 K - 7 K - 9 K

Figure 35
Three-vessel coronary disease.
Perioperative bioptic specimen.
Traveling monocytes and ‘contact’
information.
Mastocyte in the best iconographic reality
near a residue of muscle cells and a
dazzling lipid granule.
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3.14 Coronary artery: wall atherogenic
evolution and fibrillogenensis.
This sequence evidences the consolidating of the frenetic fibrillocollagen activity of wall muscle cells hit by the atherogenic insult
that forces a sclerotic ‘rebuilding’ to afinalistically reinforce the arterial duct.This slow and inevitable process that anticipates or coincides with plaque formation, which if well structured will be stable
or on the contrary unstable, removes from the coronary artery the
possibility of physiological survival. In particular in the sclerotic
chaos some single or clusters of muscle cells survive, uptaken by
their ‘sisters’ that have changed their function to produce scarring
collagen.
To better understand the coronary wall transformation in advanced
atherosclerosis, in d and e note the clusters of evolving muscle cells
in different phases, and in e a spectacular fibrillogenic cascade is
replacing the normal wall (a, b, c, d).
Magn. 4 K - 4 K - 4 K - 7,1 K
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Figure 36
Three-vessel coronary
disease.
Perioperative specimen.
The fibrillogenetic
charm as it
discloses itself overcomes
imagination, but the
electron ‘freeze-frame’
defines it.

a
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Figure 36a
Note the ‘hyperplastic
click’
in phase of fullness (b).
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Figure 36b
Other images that
underline the
‘destruction’ and the
regression of the wall
mimicking aging.

c

b
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3.15 Coronary artery: the aging wall.
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3.16 Coronary artery: the plaque.
These images offer with vivid realism and iconographic concreteness the dynamic-evolutionary expressions of an unstable plaque.
In figure a the thrust of the lipid mass has broken through to the lumen, breaking the thin endothelial border and pouring the content
of the core into the bloodstream.This moment precedes the arrival
of platelets and the subsequent thrombogenesis. Note the morphopathology of the elements of the plaque that enumerate cell debris,
pyknotic nuclei, lipids and more.
Figure b represents the ‘explosive’ extrusion of a macrophage that
after having shattered the endothelial barrier, it bursts from deep
the plaque into the lumen. The lipid load has multiform morphology, and note also a cholesterol crystal at the apex of the fragment.
The endothelium here as elsewhere is ‘numb’ (a, b).
Magn. 3,5 K - 4 K

It is rare and attractive at the same time to show wall segments
or areas that are not involved with LDL collagen-induced new fibrillogenesis. These express a total regression of morphobiological
liveliness and are opposed to collagen metamorphosis with concrete images of ‘aging’ evidenced by volume contraction, nuclear
fragmentation and lipofuscin involution.
The life signals are turned off with the known clinical-symptomatological consequences (a, b).
Magn. 3 K - 4 K

Figure 37
Three-vessel coronary disease.
Perioperative specimen.
Foci of vital regression of areas of the coronary
wall are maybe unexpectedly genesis of sudden
events, even fatal, that could escape intuition
of some post-infarct complications.

a
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Figure 38
Three-vessel coronary disease.
Perioperative specimen.
M.E. shows the possibility to capture
‘the second’ of cellular morpho-dynamism.
In ‘b’ the image expresses energy.

b
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3.17 Coronary artery: cholesterol crystals.
Subendothelial cholesterol crystals tightened within the plaque in a
and within a wall muscle cell in b. In the first image the crystal lies almost inert inside the plaque surrounded by the morphological chaos
of lipids, lipofuscin, cell debris. Conversely, in the second image, the
crystal together with LDL lipid guttula related to unextracted lipid
osmiophilic granules tell the onset of the metamorphosis from a muscle cell into a protein synthesizing collagen-finalized cell.
This is the starting point of the previously said trigger, characterized
by a nucleus that calls for metamorphosis. It is initiated and defined
by the new creation of the Golgi apparati and the rough endoplasmic
reticulum. It is the first moment of what will be the ‘hyperplastic
click’ (a, b).
Magn. 3 K - 15 K
Figure 39
Three-vessel coronary disease.
Perioperative specimen.
In ‘a’ the stocktaking of the inactive load of cholesterol shows
one of the many ‘charges’ of explosive trigger of fibrillogenesis.
In ‘b’ the topographic detail of the organelle-cytoplasmic
activation is of high cognitive importance.
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CHAPTER 4

Accoplice main actors:
platelets
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4.1

Platelets in myocardial ischemia.
Early activation.
Bizzozzero1 (1882) concludes blood physiology and pathology
studies affirming that in the future the new ‘Formbestandteil’ will
have to be taken into high consideration, because of the role they
interpret in blood clotting and in the genesis of thrombosis. The
paper describes that Bizzozzero understands and predicts the multiform platelet activity. This same paper reports data that was later
confirmed by ultrastructural and molecular biology investigations.
Platelet research, which is constantly evolving and now strongly
emphasized in the genesis of thrombosis and atherosclerosis, will
progress from these observations. Bizzozzero discovers platelet
adhesion including ‘shape change’, aggregation, ‘release reaction’
procoagulant activity, as well as the effect of anti-aggregating substances.
In this study Bizzozzero designates platelets to the role of protagonists in clotting control2. Biological harmony assigns a precise,
essential, physiologically effective role to each of its own cells composing the structures or characterizing mobile or more vivaciously
renewable elements. This eurhythmy diverts from sizes and volumes, because it is the specificity of the function that has importance and value, and independently of size, it assigns only roles of main
actor; the supporting actors are unknown to it.
This concept is essential and preliminary when preparing for the
morphobiological observation of platelets, which are disc-shape
cells of 2 microns in diameter, normally present in the peripheral blood (150.000-300.000.103/mm3). They arise from megakaryocytes, have no nucleus, cannot synthesize, have a short life (1015 days) and are ‘constructed’ as a ‘task force’ ready for only one
action. Platelets are equipped with very sophisticated structures
that show high and complex molecular ‘technology’: microtubules,
organelles and a network of canaliculi. The first (microtubules) are
an extended ‘system’ that keeps a communication relationship with
the external environment.
The second (organelles) are present in complete series and consist
of full dense granules: ADP, ATP, CA++, serotonin, alpha-granules, be-

Bizzozzero G.; Ueber einen neuen Formebestandteil der Blutes und desser Role bei der
Thrombose und der Blutgerinung Virchow; Arch. Pathol. Anat. Physiol.; 90: 261-1882.
2
The instrument that accompanied and supported Bizzozzero’s intelligence and the
intuition has been the monocular light microscope!!.
1
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ta-thromboglobulin, mitogenic factor, PF4, fibrinogen, elastase and
lysosomal granules: acid hydrolases, proteases, cathepsins.
The aim of this ‘task force’ made up of 5 micron volume units enclosing in their microcosms an ultraspecialized ‘universe’ is to intervene in the process of haemostasis and of thrombosis, through
the sequential reactions of adhesion, secondary aggregation, consolidation and clot retraction.
In the meantime the constant evolution of the biomolecular methods has provided knowledge of the ‘platelet universe’. Other investigations constantly show new concepts, especially for the correlations of platelets with vascular diseases.
Particularly, electron microscopy captures with vivid and complete
definition platelet ultrastructure and correlates its morphobiology
with the normal and pathological dynamic phases.
The schematic animation is an effective element to better reveal
the multifaceted structural composition of platelets. Figures a and
b indicate, at different magnifications, a normal ‘scouting’ platelet
in the intrasarcomeric capillary.
The geometric arrangement of the organelles is exalted: dense granules, alpha granules, lysosomes, microtubules, etc..
In c ‘moving’ platelets in the early phases of activation can be seen.
Note in this context the vividness of the microtubule structures, of
the canalicular system, the alpha granule ‘dense bodies’ as well as
the multiform arrangement of cytoplasms, leading to the phase of
close contact with each other.
The sequence in e presents an image of rare beauty because of its
location, the segment in which it was caught, and for the phenomenon of ‘in vivo’ aggregation that is revealed.
At differentiated ultrastructural resolution and in the first 60 seconds of induced myocardial ischemia, the phase of marked platelet
aggregation is observed both in the arteriolar lumen and in the capillary branching off it. A segment ‘is caught’ in which the main arterial branch detaches from the minor one, the capillary, appearing
inosculated to it.Transiting red blood cells correctly emphasize this
plastic, flexible inosculation marking also the isthmic sections.
The intercapillary platelet carpet reveals the consolidated aggregation state, highlighting that after having overcome the phase of
‘pseudopodium’, the moment of ‘close contact’ has arrived, modifying the disc-shape to comply (aggregation) with the contours
of the walls where the process of thrombogenesis has begun. The
observation of the residual ‘centralization’ of granules and dense
bodies concludes the comment on these images.While, for the most
part of them concentrated at the center of the platelet in the phase
of activation, their discharge in the external environment has already occurred for the operative roles they had been assigned (gradual
and graduated release, in response to the state of the wall or to the
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Figure 40
Rabbit myocardium:
capillary. The normal
morphology
of scouting platelets
is overt at
different resolutions (a, b).
Pig liver: sinusoid.
Platelet carpet in
lively metamorphosis (c).

hemorrhagic event, and in relation to any kind of stimuli).
Platelet activation and its related thrombogenetic process is very
early since even for ischemia but not only, the triggering endothelial
disease begins (a, b, c, d, e).
Magn. 4,5 K - 9,1 K - 7 K - 15 K - 4,5 K - 7,1 K
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Figure 40a
Rabbit myocardium at
60 seconds of ischemia.
Arteriolar-capillary
sections.
‘Moving platelets’
in the initial phase of
activation and with rare
morphological charm,
in the accomplished
aggregation.
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Martines et al. ‘L’Anossia epatica ed il recupero post-anossico in relazione al trapianto dell’organo’.
From. atti della Soc. Ital. Trapianti d’organo.
Sanremo, December 13-14, 1968.
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4.2

Platelets in man aorta.
This short iconographic sequence taken from ‘Endotelio’, expands
and adds striking, real, living images of the routes and the movements of platelets along the walls of the arteries, and their settling
in the subendothelial segments to activate themselves in their function when the endothelium breaks and crushes because of the variously induced endothelial disease with its multiform harmfulness
(a, b, c, d).
Magn. 8 K - 9 K - 4 K - 4,8 K
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Figure 42
Man aorta.
Intraoperative specimen.
Charming image of
aggregation of activated
platelets, surrounded and
forced in the
subendothelial
space defined
by both cytoplasms and
macrophages.

Figure 41
Man aorta. Perioperative specimen.
‘Dome-like’ protective closure of impacted platelets
blocked by the endothelium in lively organelle activation.

b
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Figure 43a
Thin endothelial ‘strip’
surrounds platelets
activated in the
penetrating opening and
appended with
fibrinogenic
material leaning
on the wall.

Figure 43
Man aorta.
Intraoperative specimen.
Another charming
example, confirming
platelet activation in
thrombogenic phase
mounted in the
subendothelial space as a
consequence of the
discontinuity of the
laminae due to endothelial
disease.
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CHAPTER 5

Kidney ‘micro-angiography’
with Indian ink
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5.1

Kidney ‘micro-angiography’ with Indian ink

Physiological morphobiology.
‘Micro-angiography’ with Indian ink (1960)
The contrast means reveals in the different kidney cortical arterial
tracts the normal, fair, harmonious morphology of the walls of the
interlobar segments of the preafferent and afferent branches to the
glomeruli. When the contrast means does not encounter obstacles
there are no alterations in the walls. At higher magnification, the detail of the glomerular afferent arterioles reveals the intra- and extravascular composed ‘architecture’ (a, b).
Magn. 60x - 120x

Kidney ‘micro-angiography’ with Indian ink

Figure 44
Physiological
morphobiology:
the vascular district of
the kidney. Kidney of a 27
year old normal man.
Pilot of the Royal
Canadian Air Force.
Autopsy police doctor
specimen consequent to
airplane accident.
Thick sections.
Observation at
stereoscopic microscope.
Contrast graphic method
with Indian ink.

a

b
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5.2

Kidney ‘micro-angiography’ with Indian ink

Pathological morphobiology.
In systematic observations on the structure of kidney atherosclerotic arteries carried out mainly on cleared thick sections after
injection with Indian ink, some specific morphological features
have been identified, which are interesting for the interpretation of
the complex and still largely obscure kidney angiosclerosis pathophysiology. These are peculiarities representing a contribution of
morphological nature.
The observation has concerned the kidneys of individuals of both
sexes, with age ranging from 62 to 86 years, in which the macroscopic and histological examinations showed arterial-atherosclerotic
kidney sclerosis of variable entity from case to case.The intra-arterial
injection was mainly performed with Indian ink diluted prevalently
1:6 with blood serum, sometimes after wash out of the renal arterial
tree with saline solution. The injected kidneys were formalin-fixed
to 10%, sectioned into thick slices 1-2 mm, suitably dehydrated, and
finally cleared in benzyl benzoate and methyl salicylate in equal
parts.The observation was carried out on slices mounted in Canada
balsam using both simple and stereoscopic microscope.
Although the incidence and frequency of the alterations detected
with this method of investigation vary from case to case, here they
seem to be repeated with a constant finding in the corresponding
segments of the arterial tree. In other words, in the medium caliber
vessels always the same type of lesion is observed, appearing typical of this vessel segment. On the contrary, the small vessels (preafferent and afferent) are affected by different lesion variations, repeating themselves within these tracts of the arterial tree.
Let’s consider here a less known finding represented by fusiform
dilations predominantly affecting the low and medium interlobular
arteries. These are aneurysmal enlargements of the lumen with
more or less evidence of thinning of the vessel wall.
It is interesting that the arteries affected by this type of alteration
show also a very irregular caliber throughout the whole course, expressing, as previously said, fusiform dilations followed by more or
less pronounced and extended narrowings and subsequent tracts
of lumen enlargement. Sometimes the caliber irregularity of these
vascular segments is determined by marked and abrupt narrowings,
often ring-like (particularly evident when very diluted Indian ink
is used). These images of ring-like stenosis, most likely due to an
accumulation of ink by friction on the ring-like intimal thickenings
(Montaldo, 1955) are more frequent in the arterioles of medium caliber (medium and high interlobular arteries). In some parts, slightly
dilated tracts are interposed with stenotic tracts and the vessel lo-
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oks partly like a sausage.
A significant irregular course of the vessel is present at the level of
afferent and preafferent arterioles, with more or less wide angles or
in the form of spiral windings, the frequent coexistence of diffused
vessel ectasia suggests the image of an arteriolar cirsoid aneurysm.
In 1955 Montaldo already described stenosis rings similar to those
observed here, and he put them in relation ‘to corresponding histological images of limited and specific intimal thickenings, with
narrow lumen, etc.’). It is therefore likely that the atherosclerotic
process, also in the kidney, not only causes the creeping characteristics of the arteries of all calibers, but also determines the strong
caliber variations, whereby vascular lumens shrink more or less sensitively or dilate up to appearing respectively like images of either
ring-like stenoses or fusiform dilations.
In a the preafferent branch is tortuous and partly spiral form and
with obvious angles, inflated tracts, and strangled cinguli.
In b and c typical ring-like stenoses more or less locked in the low
interlobar portions are shown, while the intermediate ones are in
controlled ectasic microdilation. In d considerable tortuosity and
marked caliber irregularity in afferent arterioles whose glomus appears massively injected (a, b, c, d).
Magn. 80x - 100x - 220x - 160x

Note: This method has helped to reveal, with evocative and precise morphofunctional
definition a particularly interesting characteristic in the regulation of local perfusion.
Namely the lozenge inosculation, with arteriolar branches like an isosceles triangle departing from the main arterial branch.
This geometric ‘shutter’ modulated by the biorhythms of functional alternation coordinated with the requirements of the physiological variations is the mechanism that
here as ubiquitously in other vascular districts controls the fluxes. Let us reflect on the
meaning of the shape of this ‘sphincter’ because if it had not been designed in this way,
it would not have been able to carry out this physiological function.
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Literature Review
This ‘review’ follows the sequences of images that document the path
of atherogenesis from (morphobiological) natural ‘harmony’ to the
catastrophe of the atherosclerotic plaque.
Some original citations are reported so that the time and sequence
of observations of the ‘discoveries’ by both authors and researchers
in the ‘history’ of the times of science can be better, more fully and
in contrast evidenced and highlighted.

1984
From ‘Giornale dell’arteriosclerosi’ n. 2 - vol. IX-1984, Martines G. - Restori G. et al.: Quadri
morfologici ed ultrastrutturali dell’aterogenesi aortica indotta nel coniglio.

<< ... The changes described above, already after 120 days of diet, morphologically
correspond to a ‘metabolic activation’ of endothelial cells, demonstrated by the remarkable hyperplasia of the rough endoplasmic
reticulum. This aspect shows the endothelial
cell not only as a simple barrier between the
lumen and the vessel wall, but as a site after adequate stimulation of active protein
synthesis. Indeed, the endothelium has been demonstrated to synthesize molecules
such as plasminogen activators, factor VIII,
prostacyclins, leukotrienes, collagen, glycosaminoglycans and finally the very important mitogenic factor of smooth muscle cells
(Gajduseket al., 1980).
During this first period in the cytoplasm of
endothelial cells there is an intense pinocytosis, interpreted as a possible increased passage of plasmatic material towards the cell wall.
Some authors identify this expression as an
index of cell proliferation, since the replicating-endothelial cells show a high index
of pinocytosis (Davies, 1980). In fact, there is evidence of an intense replication in
the areas that are more easily susceptible to
spontaneously develop atherosclerotic lesions
(Caplan et al. 1973) >>.

<< ... The close proximity between the pseudopodia and collagen fibrils indicates a
possible ‘newly acquired’ activity of protein
synthesis by these cytoplasmic prolongations
coming from the underlying layers. Such finger-like projections derive from ‘modified and
activated’ smooth muscle cells that in this first
phase involve the most superficial layers of the
media. The stimuli capable of inducing this
activation are not known, nonetheless, the
existence of platelets, endothelial and lipoproteic factors can be hypothesized.
Morphologically, activation is represented by
the finger-like projections from the previously
cited cells of numerous extensions, which on
the one hand settle in the layers of the tonaca
media, and on the other hand they seem to
pass through the internal elastic membrane
to reach the subendothelial space. Also based
on the observations done, this state seems to
precede migration, since the smooth muscle
cells must be previously activated in order to
respond to the different mitogenic stimuli and
then proliferate (platelet macrophage mitogen
factors, etc.) (Campbell et al., 1981).
On the 180th day diffused and confluent macrovesiculations observed in light microscopy,
instead of being expression of lipid deposition,
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actually correspond to diffusion of pseudopodia through the wall and the sub-endothelial
space. They indicate a metamorphosis and a
very fast dedifferentiation involving muscle
cells in the deeper and deeper layers of the
media.
In addition, the appearance of collagen fibrils between pseudopodia, and the presence
of a rich endoplasmic reticulum in a great number of them suggests that these cytoplasmic finger-like projections carry out an
important activity of protein synthesis. This
finding seems to be confirmed also by the
capacity of smooth muscle cells to produce
in vitro collagen, elastin and glycosaminoglycans (Ross et al. 1977).
In conclusion, it can be affirmed that in
this first phase the haematochemical changes described above do not correspond microscopically to lipoprotein accumulation
in the wall, but to an activation process of
the smooth muscle cells in the tonaca media,
which, while in earlier phases it is limited
to the superficial layers, later it charmingly
extends more and more deeply in the tonaca media. So during the first 120-180 days,
beside the haematochemical modifications
observed, the creation of a new cell type called ‘myofibroblast’ can be noted. This latter
ultrastructurally shows a reduction up to disappearance of the myofibrillar kit and cytoplasmic finger-like projections that become
more and more numerous and that seem to
actively produce collagen. These finger-like
projections also seem to have the property of
infiltrating through the internal elastic membrane until they reach the spaces created by
the detached endothelium (that seems greatly
activated) in the internal elastic lamina >>.
<< ... The activated and proliferating smooth
muscle cells, in turn, could on the one hand
accumulate lipids (catabolism deficiency or
increased lipid synthesis), on the other hand
produce through their collagen finger-li-
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ke projections, elastin and glycosaminoglycans (these latter further entrap lipids) >>.
<< ... In addition, but not least, the experimental method implemented here is effective and innovative in defining the type of
atherosclerotic lesion in the very early phases,
with particular reference to activation before
the ‘hyperplastic click’ (Ross et al., 1976). It
must be emphasized, however, that the pathophysiological process observed in the aorta
(elastic artery) may be different from that
occurring in muscular arteries (e.g. coronary
artery), given the considerable functional
importance of the smooth muscle cells in this
latter district (adjustment of coronary flow
reserve).
The finding of foci of pre-atherosclerosis or
initial atherosclerosis after 300 days suggests
that a high-calorie unbalanced diet (rich
in saturated fats and simple carbohydrates)
inducing not striking but persistent changes
in the lipid profile can trigger the evolutionary process towards the plaque. Transfer of
these results to man disease is very charming,
although the diversity of the localization of
the atherosclerotic lesion and the considerable variability in the increase in the different
lipoprotein classes in the rabbit after atherogenic diet should not be forgotten.
Furthermore, the interweaving of other and
complex vascular risk factors (smoking,
hypertension, diabetes, etc.) that increase
exponentially the probability of the appearance of the atherosclerotic lesion must be
remembered.
However, the remarkable susceptibility of the
endothelium and muscle cells of the media to
respond to persistent alterations in circulating lipoproteins is interesting to note.
If such susceptibility persists in time, it can
start the pathophysiological process that can
later evolve towards plaque formation.
Concerning man, the utility of effective actions of primary prevention also against mi-
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nor alterations in lipid profile must be stressed, especially when they are accompanied
by striking modifications in circulating lipoproteins >>.
<< ... The administration of a high calorie
diet, rich in saturated fats and simple carbohydrates has led to a statistically significant increase in triglyceride and beta lipoproteins ultrastructurally related.
After about 120-180 days an activation
of the endothelium, a detachment of these cell structures from the internal elastic
lamina and a fragmentation of this latter
were observed. However, above all, the appearance of smooth muscle cells or activated
myofibroblasts and some of their cytoplasmic finger-like projections that first involve
the most superficial layers of the media and
subsequently also the deeper ones could be
seen. This latter aspect corresponds to the
vacuolization of cytoplasms of the wall and
of the subendothelium evidenced by electron
microscopy.

A characteristics of activated muscle cells
seems to be collagen production (on the 180th
day) and infiltration of the subendothelial
space by means of their finger-like projections. After 300 days the hyperlipidemia induced by diet resulted in early foci of atherosclerotic lesions characterized by foam cells
(from macrophages and muscle cells).
These on one side border with an atrophic
endothelium, and on the other with an area
constituted by fragmented elastic laminae,
activated and disorderly arranged smooth
muscle cells with their pseudopodia, and
finally by newly formed collagen. The induction of the first atherosclerotic lesion through
an unbalanced diet and the resulting persistent alterations in the lipid profile (even
if not striking) suggest, despite the obvious
limitations of a comparison between man
and animals, the importance of primary prevention implemented through a balanced
diet. >>

1984
From ‘Aterosclerosi’, Patron Ed. Bologna, Martines G. - Restori G

<< ... The haematochemical changes confirm the presence of an at first mild then,
more significant dyslipidemia that never
exceeds the levels of a commonly intended
‘normality’.
A comparison between morphology and serum chemistry shows how the ‘mild atherogenic noxa’ maintained for a short period of
time (180-300 days) leads to vascular and
endothelial alterations right from the initial
phases. In the relation between man and ‘laboratory animal’, these alterations acquire
an important meaning for possible, early,
prevention-treatment correlations.
These results can already indicate which
therapeutic suggestions can be offered, even

in the evaluation of the differences in the
relation between man and animal.
It is believed that an alteration at the upper
limits of the range of normality or slightly higher in hematochemical parameters should
indeed be evaluated more carefully.
This alteration may reflect the endothelial
disease observed with light microscopy
and the endothelial activation observed
with electron microscopy. These make up
the background for the involutions, mainly
arterial-capillary, which may result in time in severe vascular alterations. So the
mild prolonged dyslipidemia results in both
morphological and ultrastructural modifications, which are light and reversible at
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the beginning and maintain these features
until the genesis of the endothelium-wall foci
starts, provided that at the time the stimulus
ends.
The collected data can be compared with
those evidenced also in man (digital biopsy)
both clinically and morphologically.
This is a developmental phase that can be
defined as atherosclerotic vascular disease,
but must be regarded as borderline between
the area of restitutio ad integrum and that
of no return, beyond which that universally
known ‘after’ appears.
The organelle alterations and activations are
of great interest, showing the rapidity of the
elastic-dynamic responses of the endothelial
cells (Martines,1964 - ‘65).
However, these alterations cannot be found
in animals due to the different incidence over
time of the noxa.
Indeed also in the experimental models the
observed ‘endothelial disease’ is the basis
from which the next damaging vector starts
in order to penetrate the wall and from which
for some time it can be rejected for the
great defense capability that the endothelium
creates activating itself.
Endothelial disease is concomitant to or follows activation of the muscle cells of the wall,
which is the main actor of atherogenesis.
The proliferation, migration, and metamorphosis of such cells of the media and intima build the intimal thickening of the wall
and start the formation of the plaque. The
journey to the plaque, a sclerotic-lipid-calcific epiphenomenon, begins in contemporary
synergism with the endothelial lesion and blast
activation of the muscle cells. These lose all
and typical features, multiplying Themselves,
also dramatically, producing collagen, glycosaminoglycans, elastin, and processing lipoprotein fractions. Ones the muscle cells have
arrived at the end of their biological cycle or
turnover, they die and turn off all signs of reactive life. They are replaced by fibroblasts that
act towards sclerotic-scarring repair, which
is later covered by calcium (typical plaque).
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Meanwhile the persistence of damaging and
cell growth stimuli (i.e. macrophages, platelets,
endothelium) involves, stimulates, and keeps
activating other myocells in a sort of ‘perpetual
motion’ with a clonal imprint. This marks the
deadline before the death of the host organism
and of the end of the stimulus, provided that
the ‘point of no return’ has not been exceeded.
How to reach an identical result of ‘prearteriosclerotic’ lesion, albeit over a longer period
of timewith a mild hyperlipidemia should be
revealed.
This pathophysiological determinism reduces
the favorable possibilism and the tolerance
for dyslipidemic stimuli that are slightly above
physiological normality. Regarding literature
data, they diverge from the model used here,
since during their experiments the various authors have administered diets high in cholesterol, causing more situations of thesaurismosis
and lipid accumulation, instead of using a
purely paraphysiological stimulus.
The results proposed here appear to be close
to those in man in the initial clinical phases.
A daily diet unbalanced in lipids and carbohydrates leads to dyslipidemia to variable
degrees that, if continued, it is able to represent
the dysmetabolic noxa at the vascular level.
A comparison between the ‘animal’ model
and the man model is useful for understanding not so much the initial phases, but the
anticipation of the evolutionary steps of the
pathophysiological process of atherosclerosis,
for which the precious bioptic diagnoses seem
to be already late.
However, as compared to the ‘animal’ the
diversity of the risk factors that characterize man environment and lifestyle (smoking,
hypertension, etc.), the different lipoprotein
metabolism that modifies the journey towards
vascular disease, and a greater resistance of
man vascular wall to dyslipidemia must all be
taken into account.
The value of the animal model is in the possibility to hypothesize the phases that are common to both man and animals at the level
of the vascular district, and which are truly
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unique and useful to set up an effective preventive therapy. During the observation of
the evolution of the vascular disease, the
persistence of mild dyslipidemia, defined by
the significant increase in beta-lipoproteins
and triglycerides, has nevertheless been able
to lead to either foci of inflammation or clonal hyperplasia. These have been considered
at the limits of reversibility in the animal
model used and the same favorable outcome
cannot be assumed in man. In this latter,
everything detected in animals could be reordered with an index of greater harmfulness because many other partially present
factors occur simultaneously.
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This experimental model can also likely indicate how among the different etiopathogenetic theories the dyslipidemic one may be
the most important. Dyslipidemia does not
seem to act alone, but it is assisted to activate
hyperplasia, cloning, and metamorphosis of
the wall endothelium, which is the first silent
goal of that ‘‘UMBAU’ and the foundation of
the next evolutions of the disease. Therefore,
pathophysiological knowledge of a vascular
disease that is not atherosclerosis yet but still
proceeds in that direction is of great profitable suggestion for preventive therapy. >>
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after 6 years

1990
From the journal ‘Arteriosclerosis’ 10-996-1990, Thyberg et al.: La partecipazione delle cellule
muscolari della media (CML).

<<... Monocytes-macrophages and foam cells
produce mitogenic and chemotactic cytokines
for the media smooth muscle cells (Schwartz
1985 Reidy 1993). The smooth muscle cells

migrate in the intima and change from a
contractile genotype to a synthesizing phenotype producing collagen and new connective matrix (THYBERG 1990).>>

1990
From ‘Ann.Pathol.136-1229-1990, Rollins B. et al.: L’endoteliopatia

1985
From ‘Giornale di clinica medica’ vol. 66 - fasc. 11-12-1985, Martines G. et al.:
L’arteriosclerosi aortocoronarica: aspetti ultrastrutturali e correlazioni con parametri ematici e
lipidici-Risultati preliminari.

<<The study was carried out on 20 male
patients with severe ischemic cardiac disease
who had been subjected to coronary artery
bypass grafting. During the procedure, a
piece of ascending aorta was collected and
was processed for light and electron microscopy analysis.
Moreover, the coronary obstruction degrees
and the lipid profiles were determined for
each patient. As a result, haematochemical
‘risk’ parameters (Apo-B, cholesterol, LDLs,
etc.) appeared significantly increased as
compared to a control group; instead the
‘protective’ factors (HDLs, Apo-A1, etc.) did
not show any alterations.

Furthermore, Apo-B and LDLs were significantly correlated (r = 0.57 p <0.05) with
coronary lesion entity.
Morphological and ultrastructural examinations have revealed the existence of initial
aortic lesions (foam cells, connective proliferation, plaques) in the absence of endothelial damage and platelet aggregation. Finally, structural disorganization signs have
been evidenced in the tunica media, in association with phenomena of activation of cell
elements. At least in this phase, man atherosclerosis appears characterized by a prevalence of activation phenomena as compared
to degeneration ones. >>

<< ... The endothelial and subendothelial
inflammatory process changes the physiological and functional properties of the endo-

thelium in a proaggregating and prothrombotic sense.>>
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Original reproduction of Figures 8 and 9 from the text
reporting the following legend:
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Original magnification 7.100 (Fig. 8);

Aorta of rabbit subjected to high lipid diet and sacrificed after 300
days. View at medium resolution of a wall portion that extends from
the area close to the focus up to the site where muscle cells are
located. From top to bottom inter-laminae spaces are distinguished
as follows:
a) an interspace with compressed muscle cells rich in mitochondria,
lipid guttula and containing a large nucleus tending to unravel
and also to interrupt the continuity of the elastic lamina. In this
space, a horizontally cut pseudopodium can also be seen;
b) in the second interspace, a large area of new fibrillogenesis is
better and more fully defined (Fig. 9), around which pseudopodia
are present containing endoplasmic material;
c) in the third interspace (Fig. 8), a muscle cell with organized cytomorphology can be observed rich in myofilaments, mitochondria
and glycogen granules.

Original magnification 19.000 (Fig. 9)

Observation
This short ‘review’ seems
appropriate and essential so that
grasping of the continuity of a
commitment to the study of
atherosclerosis is made possible.
Also, the incontrovertible precession
of some ‘facts’ for both the respect to
and in comparison with those who
arrived later, and for us who continue
in this research direction can
be shown.
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7.1

Prologue.
The inclusion of this Appendix seemed clearly meaningful, with the
intent to shed a therapeutic ‘light’ that helps to consider the course
of the plaque no longer unavoidable.
This theme previously treated (Martines 2009) and related to updated scientific literature animates and stimulates interest and medical, therapeutic, pharmacological and industrial research so that
safer and more certain defenses can be raised up ‘against’ atherosclerosis, which is the plague of the third millennium.
Indeed, it is known, that especially the cardiovascular diseases with
an atherosclerotic basis are the first causes of mortality in the Western countries of the Earth, so there is a maximum therapeutic
concentration to care for man health and dignity, and to save the
Economies.
In this theater of interventions from the past and even more with
pressing topicality and rhythm, trials succeed to stimulate the therapeutic efficacy of statins even in combination with other molecules, and the key concept that can be derived is the importance
of prevention. This latter is articulated in both a primary and a
secondary form.
Concerning the first one, the ‘blindness’ of governors prevents
its correct realization, while for the second one, its successes are
undeniable, but they do not arrest the pathophysiological process
towards the subsequent complications of which cardiovascular failure after acute myocardial infarction is the most tragic and expensive expression. Finally, some similar hypotheses have emerged in
recent experimental research related to the idea of coordinating or
enhancing the efficacy of statin treatment alone or in combination
with other molecules. Zadelaar (2007) reviews the studies that have
tested how and how much rats responded to drugs (Statins, Fibrates, ACE inhibitors, Sartani, LXR, etc.) used for the treatment of the
major risk factors, and he identifies the transgenic mouse E3L as the
‘experimental animal’ that most and best fits with man.
Giannarelli (2011) reintroducing the Parma model shows how the
synergy between LXR - 623 and simvastatin blocks athereogenesis
and induces a ‘real’ reversibility of the plaque (the MR images are
spectacular).
Singh (2009) underlines the need for new data after the ACAT and
CETP drug failure, and Li X (2010) decrees the suspension of LXR623 due to severe lipogenic effects and safety problems on the CNS.
In conclusion it is clear, to date, that the role of statin treatment is
essential.
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Reversibility of atherosclerotic
plaque.
Morphobiology teaches that although less doctrinally rigid, lasting of
the ancient subdivision of tissues in perennial, stable, and labile, the
dynamics of cell and tissue metamorphosis induced by new ‘stimuli’
is developed created and observed. Indeed the ‘so called’ or defined
mesenchymal tissues, which are studied with more and more refined
methods despite the rapid mutations of man disease evoking and
indicating multiform pathophysiological and functional evolutions,
can express and show charming and more concrete ‘reversibilities’.
This assumption has clinical and speculative value for the end of the
axiom on the immutability of atherosclerotic lesions in the now short
(instability), now continued (stability of the plaque) journey in its
different expressions that define morphopathology.
Indeed, the tissue dynamics imposed by the sequence inflammation,
degeneration and proliferation of atherogenesis includes many
endothelial-wall activations, together with those of circulating
‘figures’ such as monocytes, T-lymphocytes and platelets. Less
recently (1988) the morphological study of atherogenesis and of
the reversibility of the lesions considered altogether after strong
antidyslipidic treatment has suggested some not so persuasive
hypotheses especially when compared with and related to both
ultrasound and clinical results.
The reason for this not overcoming the anatomic pathological ‘limit’
has been both the failure of not having ‘discovered’ endothelial
disease yet, and the lack of consideration for the first data from
molecular biology.Also, researches seemed blocked in the futility of
experimental atherogenesis, since only researches not mimicking
man atherogenesis were evaluated. Furthermore, experimental
atherosclerosis that has showed important and full plaque regression
when high lipid diet was interrupted cannot be compared with the
form occurring in man.
This assumption is true and correct since experimental researches
have been always carried out in an incorrect manner since
administrating high lipid diets that are a little or not at all comparable
with the clinical model in man, because they generate incomparable
lipid accumulation ‘reactions’.
On the contrary, another experimental model (Martines et al. 19821984) carried out for a long time and with a diet ‘only’ slightly
unbalanced and containing saturated fatty acids has shed light, has
cleared, has allowed understanding of all the phases of atherogenesis
starting from ‘infiltration’ (foam cells) up to the plaque and vice
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versa. What are the differences between this experimental model
and the one used in man? In fact none! They are parallel courses
correlated with the ‘strength’ of the different risk factors acting or
interacting with the wall either slowly or violently on its segments
already damaged by acute or exacerbated clinical events. The
discovery of ‘ENDOTHELIAL DISEASE’ that plays a new and essential
role in the whole pathophysiological course of atherosclerosis is
enlightening.
At the same time, ‘endothelial disease’ has been studied also in trials
using electron microscopy carried out on perioperative biopsies
of the aorta, in about 100 patients operated on for three-vessel
obstructive coronary disease (Martines 1984-2001).
These results have been also confirmed by American authors (Thyberg
and Rollins, 1990), and today they represent a scientific acquisition.
However, many clinical trials have reported good results on plaque
reversibility obtained ‘only’ clinically and morphometrically without
‘explaining’ the morpho-histobiological ‘reasons’ (Steven 2006,
Gottlieb 2008).
These considerations are an essential introduction to more and better
understand the mechanisms involved with the various ‘steps’ of
atherosclerosis that lead to their partial or total reversibility induced
by statin treatment even at high dosage.
In the past, Pupita et al. (1988) had been the first researchers who
understood the morphobiological role that the cellular ‘actors’ were
able to play in the reversibility of the atherosclerotic lesion.
These authors had described the phases of regression through ‘steps’
that have been later confirmed by further investigations showing
how the ‘restitutio’ fades away up to disappearing as the lesion
settled.
In this way, an initial lesion like localized thickening of the intima and
the first infiltrations of the vessel wall with oxidized LDLs generating
foam cells (Martines, Veronesi, 1977) were at first considered
reversible, while the possible regression of the plaque during more
advanced and organized phases raised many questions.
This concept of irreversibility of the either concentric, longitudinal
or tortuous snake-like, and either sclerotic-fibrillar or scleroticlipidic collagen plaques along the wall is totally confirmed because
the ‘stability’ of these lesions represents an impenetrable ‘shield’
insurmountable for every and any type of cell, enzyme or drug (to
confirm this concept images of cholesterol crystals on man coronary
arteries can be seen).
The state of the art in the most current studies on the reversibility of
the plaque is centered, is focused on a group of main morphological
figures on the stage of the drama of atherogenesis.
These figures play combined roles of ‘actors’ involved with either
rapid or slow genesis of the plaque being born from the first
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endothelial lesion. So with the persisting of the most different,
frequent, and not always the most known risk factors, the first gap
opens that attracts monocytes,T-lymphocytes, platelets and oxidized
LDLs with adhesion molecules. Signaling of these cell actors with
differentiated penetration depending also on wall sierosite (muscle
cells), on the enzymatic-inflammatory ‘incretion’ ‘cascade’ at even
thousandth ondulatory velocity index, and with the prevailing
secretion of proaggregating and vasoconstrictive molecules results
in the joining of a ‘myriad’ of thrombogenic platelets that signal the
initial start of atherogenesis. Indeed, the inflammatory cells attracted
by the accumulation of the triggering factors in the acute phases
act on the endothelial disease converging to ‘build’ an unstable
plaque. This could be even unocclusive, but it causes a prolonged
vessel spasm because of the prevailing of vasoconstrictive molecules
followed by a ‘sine matter’ spastic vessel occlusion induced also
by the lipid ‘foci’ under the damaged basal membrane. This further
morphological systematic introduction seemed correct and profitable
to better and persuasively grasp the role of monocytes as the main
irreplaceable actors in their metamorphosis into macrophages,
whose action provides the absolute and fundamental contribution
to plaque reversibility in its various phases of evolutionary genesis.
The inflammatory cells precede the following primitive start of the
‘plaque’ on the endothelial disease caused by the convergence of
all the risk factors that dash the endothelial ‘barriers’ destroying all
pleiomorphic and multiple functions of endothelial cells. They are
also constituted by lymphocytes that ‘activate’ to become secreting
plasma cells.
This antibody activity stimulated by the information received from
lymphocytes leads and triggers the pathophysiological process of
the flourishing plaque, characterized by a clustered oxidized LDL
cholesterol central ‘crater’.
Moreover, after this first phase of foam cells, histopathology shows
that a new proliferative, fibrillogenetic metamorphosis of wall muscle
cells is started at an immeasurable and variable velocity.
At this point the plaque is prevalently unstable because of the
discrepancy between formation velocity and the new fibrillogenetic
building that stabilizes it also thanks to a new endothelial coating.
Indeed, this scenario is characterized by a ubiquitous endothelial
disease and already infiltrated and morphofunctionally unstable
wall. Immediately, the plaque foci surrounded by the traffic of all
inflammation cell actors expel the lipid core escaping from the
morphofunctional control by macrophages. This is the sequence
of events that together with the whirling platelet activation
lead to histopathological ‘obstruction’ of the coronary artery in
unstable angina pectoris.This is the aspect of the acute phase of the
precipitating coronary artery injury that is becoming chronic.
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In this long term process, without considering the just described
acute expressions, the work of monocytes is highlighted. These
penetrate through the endothelial ‘breaches’ attracted by the lipid
base and expel LDLs during their metamorphosis into macrophages.
In this way they achieve their sometimes incomplete work as
‘scavengers’. Indeed, in the toils of the hyperplasia of wall muscle cells
changing from a contractile genotype to a fibrillocollagen protein
synthesis phenotype, with connective matrix for rough endoplasmic
metamorphosis, cholesterol crystals mount favoring fiber-calcific
evolution of a more or less occluding stable plaque and foreboding
of complications with multiple and known histopathology. In this
convulsive succession of phases, which are at times accelerated
and sometimes slackened by the variability of the ‘noxa’ of the risk
factors towards the organization of a possible stable plaque, the
therapeutic action of statins is of primary importance.
In determining plaque ‘reversibility’, statins play multiform
pleiotropic actions both because they prevent the atherogenic
process maintaining also endothelium paracrine activity (i.e.
primary prevention) and because in secondary prevention they
repair endothelial disease to allow induction of plaque reversibility
by cell actors. Indeed the endothelium, that in time represents
the etiopathogenetic ‘bridge’ of atherogenesis is ascribed to its
primordial complex function of active guardian of its own underlying
tissue structures (basal membrane, muscle cells). These structures
represent the site of atherogenic serigraphy, from infiltration to
plaque triggering.
The drug-induced ‘recovery’ of blood perfusion ‘contributing’ to
the progressive eclipse of the endothelial dysfunction and of the
pernicious interaction with the circulating cells and the biomolecular
correlates of inflammation is essential for the regression and
protection of the plaque in the different histopathological pictures.
This assumption of an obtainable therapeutic goal is of high
prognostic value especially in some ‘states’ of atherogenic polyhedral
configuration.
Among these, the most dangerous is the state in which a modest
accumulation of lipids in the sub-intimal layers sometimes causes the
development of vascular hyperactivity areas, which are sometimes
tight and prolonged vasoconstriction sources able to favor
(thombosis) acute myocardial necrosis either directly or indirectly.
In synchrony with statin-induced inflammation extinguishment,
macrophages reset and expel cholesterol (oxidized LDLs) from the
focus, coming out of the endothelial ‘beach’ (Martines 1984). Muscle
cell proliferation in new fibrillogenic metamorphosis fills in the ‘gap’
left by the lipid core, forming a new stable barrier.
At the same time the morphobiological liveliness of the endothelium
covers the ‘scar’ area, past plaque in its own peculiar functional
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fullness, and although that segment of the wall is stiffened and less
prone to metabolic exchange, it stabilizes wall histomorphology.
Moreover, endothelial regeneration in these segments of coronary
artery combines besides the renewed paracrine activity also
the re-generation of the microcalix, a very delicate and essential
morphobiological specialization that lines the endothelial cell on
the flow side.
So, plaque reversibility and the related ‘protection’ are created
by statin treatment in two ways associated with the different
morphology that characterizes the recent, flourishing, xantomatose
plaque (unstable angina) and the fibrolipid plaque (stable angina).
In the first form inflammation extinguishes, ‘infiltration’ of T –
lymphocytes decreases, entrance of monocytes increases; these
latter as macrophages expel lipids, reset the core, and incite the
endothelium to cover the plaque area.
At the same time at the bottom of the plaque, the still ongoing new
fibrillogenetic hyperplasia of the muscle cells slows down and sets
a ‘solid barrier’.
In the latter form, endothelial ‘reconquer’ is promoted, which
returns to ‘lining’ the wall, recovering ‘almost’ all of its integral
morphobiological and paracrine functions. This premise, designing
the morphobiological structural bases that make up the possible
‘routes’ along which atherosclerotic lesion reversibility develops
appears very effective to better understand the cytomorphometric
iconography and the proven data documented by clinical, metabolic,
surface and invasive intrarterial ultrasonography research.
The paragraph aiming at underlining statin therapeutic action and
the essential role of the cell actors that attend reversibility and
stabilization of the plaque ends here.

7.3

Role of statins.
For over twenty years statins ‘hinder’ atherogenesis, reduce the
occlusive and relentless events determined by invasive plaque
progression or by its instability evolving in devastating thrombosis.
Pharmacodynamics of statins is characterized by competitive
inhibition of the enzyme hydroxy-glutaryl-CoA reductase (HMGCoA
reductase) that limits cholesterol synthesis in hepatocytes.
This reduced cholesterol synthesis leads to a decreased release into
the bloodstream and on the other hand an increase in LDL receptors
in the liver. This action reduces blood cholesterol. This process has
also been found effective in patients with homozygous familial
hypercholesterolemia lacking receptors for LDL.
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Statins (simvastatin, pravastatin, atorvastatin, etc.) need to be
considered safe drugs that on long-term use have shown a very low
percentage of side effects and even more exceptionally myopathy.
With regards to the side effects, it is scientifically correct to suggest
controls of the values of liver and muscle metabolism both at the
beginning and during treatment.
The therapeutic use of statins should be reasoned and wide, because
these molecules must be administered for both primary and
secondary prevention.Their use in treatment has shown that ‘plaque’
regression can be obtained together with plaque stabilization, which
is more significant even in its unpredictability.
All studies and researches support these concepts that are essential
for the prevention and treatment of atherosclerotic vascular diseases.
However, on this assumption it is important to transfer the great
amount of trials into the clinical nosological profile of the single
individual and fit the dosages that are useful and necessary for him/
her alone.
The rapid progression of research and the newer and newer related
knowledge offers innovative adaptations so that the action of statins
even combined with other molecules is more and more effective
even reducing the dosage, but not beyond certain and established
boundaries.
In this way, pharmacological research has given doctors a new
antidyslipidemic therapy, which is characterized by the association
between simvastatin and ezetimibe. This molecule is a selective
inhibitor of only absorbed cholesterol.
This mechanism of lipid-lowering action of statins is evaluated
positively in scientific literature and it can be stated that the
combination of ezetimibe + statin results in great improvements in
primary and secondary prevention of atherosclerotic disease, also
because it allows to decrease the dosage of statins, further reducing
the risk of already rare side effects.
The effectiveness of lipid-lowering treatment with statins, even
in combination does not end with the highly profitable reduced
dyslipidemic values, but other effects are linked to this action. Some
are well known, and others are under investigation, but they allow
attribution to statins of the so-called ‘pleiotropic’ effects.The extensive
literature on this issue as well as the continually progressing research
are such to enable a summary of these effects. Among these, the
anti-inflammatory, antithrombotic, antioxidant, the inhibition of the
proliferation of the wall smooth muscle cells, the reductive activity of
macrophages and formation of foam cells need to be highlighted for
their clinical and pathophysiological importance and relevance.This
‘pleiotropic wholeness’ allows resumption of the metabolic activity
of endothelial cells, ‘recovering’ their essential functions. Recent
studies (Mannarino) have helped to clarify the index of vascular
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risk related to the decrease in the number of endothelial progenitor
cells with particular reference to lipids as well as hypertension
risk factors. Hypercholesterolemia reduction with appropriate
and continuous statin treatment captures the therapeutic goal to
restore the repairing ability of the endothelium with the increase in
circulating progenitor cells that compete to repair the endothelial
damage induced by plasma cholesterol. Indeed, what is currently best
defined as ‘endothelial dysfunction’ also instrumentally measured is
nothing more than the old morphopathology of the basal membrane
lacking the endothelium under the pressure of noxious stimuli.
Last but not least, the ability of statins to increase proliferation
and migration of progenitor cells of the endothelium has been
demonstrated, and the measurement with the current methods
(Boss 2007, Mannarino 2005, 2007) known as Circulating Endothelial
Cell and Circulating Endothelial Progenitor is aimed at evaluating
endothelial function both in the phase of damage and as a repair
biomarker, so to constitute a specific signal that directly correlates
with the pathophysiology of cardiovascular diseases.
‘Si licet parva componere magnis’ just like the advent of
antibodies changed and ‘upset’ the history of Clinical Medicine, so
statins have transformed and modified the course of cardiovascular
diseases.
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